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1 - I N T ROD U C T ION 


Several proposed hydro-electric projects in Iceland are situated in 
areas \vhere the rock consists mainly of so-called moberg. This 
formation is described in the geological report on the Sigalda 
Project Bnd, whilst moberg does very considerably from one location 
to another, that found at Sigalda can be considered as typical. 

Only one tunnel has to date been constructed in moberg, the headrace 
tunnel of the Efra Sog (Stcingrimsstod) power plant on the River Sog 
in southern Iceland. The difficulties encountered in this work were 
due mainly to the inflow of ground water and to overhreak. The 
diversion of the River Skafta into the Tungnaa, \.,hich would permit 
the installation of a fourth group at Sigalda station, would involve 
tunneling through extensive moberg formations. 

Orkustofnun, The National Energy Authority, requested Electro-Watt 
Engineering Services Ltd of Zurich, and Virkir Associated Engineering 
Consultants Ltd of Reykjavik, to report on the probable methods and 
costs of constructing in moberg formations, tunnels with cross-sections 
of 25, 50 and 75 m2, lengths of one to seven kilometres, and situated 
both above and below the ground water table. 

Between the 12th and 19th of July 1971, a trip was made to Iceland for 
the purpose of studying the moberg formations at the sites of the 
Sigalda and Thorisvatn schemes, as well as in the areas of the 
proposed East Iceland and Dettifoss hydro-electric schemes. Those taking 
part in the visit were 11r Thomasson of Orkustofnun, Hessrs Mettler, 
Schaer and Dr.Pircher of Electro-lvatt and ;'fessrs Kristjansson and 
Hallgrimsson of Virkir. 

This report consists of a description of the geological and engineering 
characteristics of the moberg formations, detai 1s of the Inethods to be 
adopted when tunneling in moberg aud of special construction procedures 
which may have t.O be employed, and an estimate of the cost of con
structing tunnels of the three specified cross-sectional areas. 

In variou5 chapters of this report, refere.nee i::: made to specific 
products and equipment, this being unavoidable in any discussion of 
up-to-date tunneling methods. It must be stated, however, that such 
references imply no particub.lr recomrr..enrlation of the products concerned, 
they are intended solely to describe certain typical modern techniques 
which could be made use of when tunneling .i n mob(:~rg formations. 
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2-SUMMARY AND CON C L U S ION S 


Hoberg is the name given to volcanic rocks of late Tertiary and 
Quaternary times which were erupted beneath glaciers over e'xtensive 
areas of Iceland. The formation of lava flows was thereby prevented, 
and the heterogeneous primary moberg. '-lhich consis ts 'of tuff, breccia, 
pillow lava and basaltic intrusions was formed. Reworked moberg is 
that which has been eroded and transported by the overlying glaciers 
and mixed with morainic material. The moberg formations are generally 
very per~meable and contain large ground water systems as well as 
perched water tables. Site tests have indicated that with the ex
ception of certain pillow lavas and the basalt intrusions, the 
formations can be removed by ripping, but that drilling in moberg may 
be often slow and difficult. 

For the purposes of this study and for the estimation of tunneling 
costs, three tunnel cross-sections \olerc specified with areas of about 
25, 50 and 75 m2. In addition four different lining types have been 
designed for each section to allow for variation in rock conditions. 
Thin concrete linings in continuous contact with the rock have been 
assumed, these are able to deform during the proc.ess of redistribution 
of stresses and the full supporting effect of the lining only 
develops ,.,hen the tunnel ring is closed by concrt!ting the invert. 
Free-flow tunnels have been assumed llnd therefore no internal \-later 
pressure has been allowed for, and the build-up of external water 
pressure on the lining will be prevented by the provision of drainage 
holes. Construction methods for each tunnel section and lining type 
are fully described and casted. The minimum lining thickness con
sidered consists of steel mesh and shotcret.e and for the other lining 
types use \.,ould be made of Bernold sheets \vhich provide immediate 
protection of the tunnel section and also fonn the reinforcen~nt of 
the concrete lining. 

Particular cons truction methods to be emp loyed in gl-ound water zones 
are described, and several methods of drilling, blasting and rock
bolting are detailed which could be u5ed to overcome certain 
difficulties poned by the structural characteristics of the moberg 
formations. The employment of mechanical tunneling methods - shield 
diggers and tunnel borers - is examined and the technical and 
economical limitations on the use of such equipment are discussed. 

Detailed cost estimates for each tunnel section and lining type are 
given and additional estimates are made for work in ground water zones. 
For a,n assumed distribution of lining types total costs are hence 
developed for the construction of tunnel 'of each section having 
lengths of 1,3 and 7 kilometres. It must be stressed due to the still 
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limited geological data and the shortage of information on tunneling 
experience and costs in Iceland, these estimates can at present only 
be considered as approximate and much '-lork remains to be done in 
connection with particular projects if accurate estimation of con
struction costs is to be made possible. 

}loberg is a structurally heterogeneous formation of varying hardness. 
but this study has shown that it consists in general of relatively 
stable formations in which, using the construction methods described, 
it will be possible to construct tunnels having the .cross-sections 
detailed and fulfilling the requirements of hydraulic free-flow 
conditions. In all sections, steel supports are provided 'vhich will 
themselves form a part of the final lining and the use of continuous 
supports such as Bernold sheets which can be erected immediately and 
backfilled with pumped concrete loTould be very adaptable to the 
changing rock conditions, would ensure safe working conditions and would 
prevent rockfall and excessive overbreak. It must be made clear that 
tunnels of 50, and particularly of 75 m2 cross section are large 
structures in lv-hieh difficult rock conditions would pose correspondingly 
greater construction problems than need be expected with small size 
tunnels. 

Before embarking on the construction of any tunnel several exploratory 
adits must be constructed at the site in order to closely examine the 
s tabiIi ty and condi tion of the rock formations, and in particular the 
strength and defot'mntion characteristics of the various rock types must 
be measured by means of both in situ and laboratory tests. Extensive 
drilling and blasting trials v,ill also be required in order to assess 
the drillability of the various rock types, to closely study the 
efficiency and effects of blasting, and to enable the most suitable 
construction method to be selected. An extensive progrrunme of bore 
hole drilling \vill be required in order to determine the position of 
the ground t'later ta.ble and, by means of piezometer measurements, the 
flow behaviour therein. 

In connection with the possible employmf!nt of tunnel ing machines, which 
from a technical point of view would appear quite feasiblc, it will be 
necessary, in addition to certain of the exploratory studies mentioned 
above, to also measure the hardness and cOfapressive and structural 
strengths of the formations to be excavateu in order that cutter costs 
and power consumption can be calculated. 

A final conclusion is that, despite the \videly varying physical and 
structural characteristics of the moberg formations, tunnel construction 
in them is most certainly possible, providing that the principles and 
construction methods described in this report are applied. The only 
Qualification to this conclusion is that the alignment of any proposed 
tut\nel he closely studied by means of exp loratory adits and trial 
borings and that the physical properties of the various rock types be 
determined by extensive measurements and tests. It is these studies 
which must constitute the next stage of any project for tunneling in 
moberg. 
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3 G E 0 LOG Y 

3.1. GENERAL 

Iceland is entirely built up of volcanic formations. The extensive 
glaciations which occured during late Tertiary and Quaternary times 
greatly effected the volcanic activity which continued beneath the 
ice; the formation of lava flows was prevented and s'o-called moberg, 
a mixture of pillow lavas, breccias and tuffs, was produced. 

The extent of the moberg formations in the Tungnaa and Skafta regions 
can be clearly seen from sheet 6 (south-central Iceland) of the 
1:250,000 Geological Map of Iceland. 

In preparing this report on tunneling in moberg formations, extensive 
use has been made of the following geological reports in which the 
characteristics of moherg are described: 

Sigalda Hydro-electric project. 

Feasibility Report of 1971, Elektro-Watt 

and Virkir. 

Chapters 2 and 3. 


Thorisvatn Geological Report, 

Thoroddsen and Partners 

Volumes I and III - February 1970 

Supplement to Volume II, The Vatnsfell 

Diversion, September 1970. 


3.2. THE MOBERG SERIES AT SIGALDA 

The moberg at Sigalda is of late Pleistocene age, most of it dating 
from the last glaci~tion, and it is found mainly in ridges \..rhich 
trend from north-east to south-west. Hoberg is structurally an 
extremely heterogeneous formation, and in the Sigalda area massive 
Moberg occurs in t,V'o main forms: primary Moberg and reworked (or 
pseudo-~ moberg. 

Primary lnoberg consists of several rock types which often merge into 
one another, and vary from Moberg tuff and breccia to pillow lava and 
veins,dykes or minor intrusions of basalt. The tuff can appear either 
as a dellse massive formation tens or even hundreds of metres thick, 
or as a matrix in the breccia or between the pillo~ of pillow lava. 

Moberg breccia mainly consiDts of fr.agments of basal t j.n a matrix of 
moberg tuff, the pro'portion of fragments varying considerab ly. Pillow 
lava is made up of piles of rounded, elongated masses or pillows of 
la.va, with glassy or very fine crystalline outer surfaces caused by 
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rapid cooling. The interiors of the pillows are more coarsely 
crystalline although also finely grained and often vesicular. Each 
pillow has its own jointing system, the cracks being generally formed 
perpendicular to and along the rounded surface and growing thinner 
towards the centre. As mentioned above, moberg' tuff is often found 
in the interstices between pillows. Basaltic veins,dykes and 
intrusions are usually closely jointed, and form a reinforcing grid 
within the moberg mass. 

Reworked moberg is moberg which has been eroded and trans
ported by the overlying glacier and often also mixed with other 
glacier transported material. It varies between primary moberg on. one 
hand and consolidated moraine (tillite) on the other, this variation, 
as well as the colour range from light brown to light grey, depends 
on the extent of the reworking and the degree of mixing with other 
material. Reworked moberg is finer grained and more compact than 
primary moberg and, although thin in comparison, is the tightest 
part of the moberg group. 

3.3. THE MOBERG SERIES In THE VATNSFELL AREA 

The moberg of the Vatnsfell area is very fully described in the 
Thorisvatn Geological Report of Thoroddsen and Partners, which details 
the geological studies carried out in 1969 and 1970 in connection 
with the development of Lake Thorisvatn as a storage reservoir for 
the Burfell and proposed Sigalda power plants. The diversion canal 
which will connect the Lake with the River Tungnaa upstream of 
Sigalda crosses extensive and varied moberg formations which were 
reported on in great detail by Thoroddsen; this chapter contains 
therefore only a short sununary of these findings. 

The Vatnsfell mabet'g formations resulted from a late glacial eruption 
and are composed of three main constituents, crater wall or clastic 
material, lava flows and crater fillings. 

The crater wall formations consist of \l1e11 consolidated breccias, 
coarse tuffs and thin-bedded tuffs which usually show some stratification. 
Drilling tests gave good core recovery except in the thin-bedded tuffs 
and average dri lling speeds wi th tricone bi ts of 9m/hour were recorded; 
low permeabilities were indicated. Seismic velocities varied from 
about 1100 mls in the tuffs to over 3000 mls in the breccias. 

The lava flow formations in fact consist of pillo,", lava with regular 
structure, mixtures of pillow lava with compacted sand and basalti.c 
veins, and fractured and friable tuffaceous sand with basalt frag
ments; these formations having bee.n fanned by rapid cooling of the 
magma in contact with melting ice. Drilling speeds varied from one 
1-2 m/hour in the pillow lava to 15 m/hour in the Rand, and high 
permeabilitics were measured which V[u:l.eu from 10 to nearly 200 
LUReons - it should be noted that the pi 11(1"..1 lavas nrc much mon~ 
perm\:!a.ble than the sands. Seismic velocities HI::~r(·: em average about 
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1000 m/s - this indicates rocks which can be easily ripped by a 
CAT.D-9 - and rose to 1500 m/s below ground water level. Tillite 
appears in many places on the surface of these formations; it is a 
hard consolidated moraine material formed by the reworking effect 
of the glacier. 

The crater filling material is reworked moberg in the form of sands 
which are found as deposits in lakes, depressions and ancient 
craters. The drilling speed was high (approx. 20 m/hour) but no core 
recovery was possible, and on average permeability of 58 Lugeons 
was measu.red. The seismic velocity is low at 300-1300 m/s. 

3.4. TECTONICS 

In the Sigalda area there are no outstanding tectonic features, the 
landscape following the general tectonic pattern in this region which 
is dominated by ridges of moberg and pillow lava formed by eruptions 
along fissures in the north-east to south-west direction. 

Some graben tectonics probably occured in connection with this 
volcanism, which was very active during the postglacial period but 
which did not reach the Sigalda area and, smaller and more isolated 
fractures and small faults are seen at some places in the moberg 
areas. 

Earthquakes are common in this part of the country. Within the 
volcanic belt they are usually shallow and weak, but beyond this belt, 
they are less common but often deeper and of larger magnitude. 

In the Thorisvatn area the most common tectonic systems are normal 
faults in a north-east - south-west direction. These faults are 
often graben walls and are most prominent in the volcanic belt 
east of the lake. The displacement of the main postglacial graben 
systems varies between 2 arid 20 m. 
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4 - E NG IN E E R I N G G E 0 LOGY 


4. 1. GENERAL 

In addition to the general geological description given in the 
previous chapter, it is important to consider the engineering 
properties of the various formations and to assess their probable 
behaviour during construction. Reference is ag."in made to the· 
Sigalda and Thorisvatn reports, from which the data for this chapter 
is mostly drawn. 

A tunnel was studied as a possible alternative to the inlet channel 
at Sigalda; this would have crossed relatively hard but fissured 
pillow lava and consolidated breccia, and steel .support during con
struction would have been required. A concrete lining would have beeu 
necessary' both to prevent water loss and to stabilise the walls and 
vault. Thi. tunnel solution was eliminated in favour of a cut....and-' 
cover channel and inlet canal to be excavated in the main by ripping_ 

Four alternative routes for the diversion from Lake Thorisvatn to the 
Tungnaa were investigated of which that consisting of a canal passing 
to the west of Vatnsfell w'as selected in preference to tunnel routes 
farther east. On the basis of his studies, Thoroddsen drew ~he 
following conclusions concerning the suitability of the Vatnsfell 
moberg for tunneling: 

O·f the crater wall fonnations, the breccia would be 
good tunneling rock in which blasting would probably 
be necessary, but lining could be avoided. The 
coarser tuffs are more heterogeneous and lining to 
prevent erosion would be necessary, these were, 
however, still classed as good tunneling rock. The 
thin-bedded tuff was considered much less suitable. 

The lava flow formations would certainly be poor 
rock for tunneling; in particular the loosly con
solidated tuffaceous sand would be difficult. 
Avoidance of blasting would reduce excavation problem8 
in these formations, but a structural concrete lining 
would always have to be allowed for. 

The crater filling material probably has similar 
engineering properties to the tuffaceous sand of the 
lava flow formations. 

It should be recorded that the tunnp.I for the Sog RiVer project in 
southern Iceland \vas excavated i.n moberg which gave negligable core 
recovery and was thus probably simi lar to the Vatnsfell moberg. 
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The difficulties here, which were overcome. however without 
prohibitive cost increase, resulted probably from the ground water 
and conventional blasting technique. 

4.2. RIPPING TESTS A."lD SEISHICIT{ 

Seismic investigations and ripping tests have been carried out in 
connection with both the Sigalda and Thorisvatn projects and their 
Tesults are fully detailed in the respective reports. In connection 
with tunneling, the ripping characteristics of the formation are 
particularly important for the consideration of the use of certain 
types of modern tunnel boring machines as described in chapter 11. 

The seismic velocities measured at Sigalda can be summarised as 
follOW's: 

Formation Seismic velocity, m/s 

Overburden 300 - 600 
Predominantly breccia 600 - 1100 
Predominantly pillow lava 1500 - 2000 
Predominantly basalt intrusions + dykes 3000 - 3400 

The values recorded increased from 2000 to 3400 with increasing 
proportions of basalt. According to the eatel'pi lIar Performance 
Handbook, formations have seismic velocities of up to 2500 m/s which 
are rippable with a CAT D-9. 

The ripping tests at Sigalda were made using a CAT D-8 which, again 
according to the makers, should be able to rip about 140 m3/hour of 
in situ material with a seismic velocity of 2000 m/s. In one test in 
brecciated pillow lava, an output of 60-90 m3/hour was obtained which 
suggests that from both technical and economic points of view the 
rock is effectively almost unrippab1e. In 100s1y cemented breccia on 
the other hand, the material was very easily removed 't.,ilh relatively 
little ripping. 

For the Thorisvatn tests, a CAT D-7E was employed. In pillow lava 
having a seismic velocity of 1000 mIs, it was possible to remove 
135 rn3/hour. In- another lava flow formation which consisted of pillow 
lava, sand and basaltic veins, a vein was only penetrated with great 
difficulty whereas the coarse tuffaceous saud and broken-up pilloVT 
lava could be excavated without ripping at all. 

The results of these tests, and the conclusion that moberg formations 
are generally rippable and that blasting will only be necessary for 
basaltic intrusions and veins, were confirmed uuring the excavation 
of the Thorisvatn diversion during 1970. The application of ripping 
techniques during tunnel construction is discussed in detail in 
chapter 11. 
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4.3. DRILLING IN MOBERG 

The drilling and grouting tests carried out at Sigalda, and the 
prospection drillings made at Vatnsfell, demonstrated that drilling 
in moberg formations may often be difficult ~d slow. This is a 
result both of the heterogenity of the formations as well as of the 
softness and friability of certain of the rocks. 

At Sigalda, drilling for cores was only successful in about 30% of 
the cases. Else'ttlhere, and particularly in formations of pi llow lava 
with a sandy matrix, it was necessary to resort to tricone drilling 
whereby the rock types are identified partly on the basis of the 
measured drilling speed. For the grouting tests, tricone bits were 
also used but it was necessary to grout up the hole and re-drill 
about every three metres, in order to prevent the drill steel and 
grouting packer from getting stuck by collapse of the borehole wall. 

The average drilling time for the Sigalda grouting tests was 16 
minutes per metre, equivalent to 3.75 m/hour, ($ee Appendix 2-07).At 
Vatnsfell the speed varied between land 20 m/hour. 

Methods of overcoming the problems of drilling in Moberg are 
discussed in detail in section 1 of chapter 10. 

4.4. PERMEABILITY 

The various rock types found in mobcrg forrnati.ons have extremely 
variable pernlcabilities but,without extetlsiv(~ tests, it would be 
difficult to determine a representative value of the permeability 
coefficient (k) for the heterogeneous formation. Some values of 
permeabi Ii ty have, however, been deduced froIn the Lugeon values 
measured during the pressure tests carried out at Sigalda; on the 
assumption that one Lugeon is approximately equal to a permeability 
of lO-Scm/s, average values of k for the two deepest boreholes at 
Sigalda (ElS and Ell) of 5 x 10.•4 and 1 x 10-3 em/s respectively 
were estimated. It is clear, however, that mobcrg formations in 
general are highly permeable, and k- values of 1 or even 2 x 10-3om/s 
are to be expected. The variations in permeability b(~t,.,een one rock 
type and anothpr can be clearly seen from the bor<.1hole logs given 
in Appendix 2-03, on \vhich the measured Lugcon values arc. plotted. A 
similar wide variation in values was measured at Thorisvatn. 

Grouting tea ts indicated that moberg fonllationR can be sealed but 
that for this sealing to be effective, pressures of at least 
"0 kg/cm2 will hnve to be employed. The spread of cement grout in 
moberg is about 2 metres. 
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4.5. GROUNDWATER 


The very permeable moberg formations form good aquifers in which large 
groundwater flow systems exist, these having been investigated by 
meanJ of explorarol~ borings at both Sigalda and Thorisvatn. 

At Sigalda the groun,dwater flow system lies in a W to NNW direction. 
The pattern has been somewhat disturbed where the river had eroded 
a deep channel into the bedrock, thus intercepting the shallow ground
water flow; in such cases, numerous springs indicate the approximate 
level of the ground water table. In Borehole E-ll (see Appendix 2-03) 
this level was located 50 m below ground surface. 

In the Thorisvatn area, the groundl-1ater potential lines have been 
mapped. A large groundwater flO'{~ system exists in the moberg to the 
east of Thorisvatn Lake, this feeds the lake with an unknown 
quantity of water as well as springs upstream of Sigalda where 8 lIs 
have been measured. In Borehole 0-2, near the Vatnsfell control 
structure, the water table ,~as 40 m deep. 

Above the permanent groundwater table, perched groundwater tables 
exist i.n many places, these do not carry ,..rater over long distances 
and gradually seep do\~n into the main system (see Appendix 2-06). 
In many cases these perched tables are fed only by local precipitation 
and will therefore not yield much water when encounte.red in e 
excavations, exce.pt dUl-illR a short perlod ir.nnediately following 
exposure. lvhen, hOi-tcver, they are fed hy lakes (0. g. Thorisvatn) 
unlimited inflot.J' could result. 

For evc.r'l tu.nnel project, the grotlnd'y[lter conditions must be fully 
investigated before work is started in order that the dry zones, 
satchurated zones and perched ,~atC!r t ...~.b les can be located and 
examined. pic.zometres should be installed in all boreholes to enable 
variations in ground water conditions to be measured 
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5 - STUn y T 0 U R o B S E R V A T ION S 

It \yas possible to supplement the information available in existing 
reports by observations of moberg formations made during the visits to 
the Sigalda and Thorisvatn areas in July 1971. The variation of moberg 
formations between one site and another,from soft earth material to 
hard rock, is pronounced, and great heterogeneity of structure, from 
fine grained tuff to coarse breccia and strongly jointed pillow lava, 
with pillows up to 30 cm in diameter, is evident. 

Moberg appears at first sight to be very loose, brittle and disilltegrated 
but on closer investigation of the rock faces can in fact be seen to be 
quite stable and firr.l. These natural rock walls are very steep and 
often even vertical or overhanging, and their surfaces are relatively 
hard and solid. Along the right bank of the River Tungnaa, numerous 
natural caves have been eroded in the tuff breccia; these are of con
siderable size - up to 5 m in diameter - and their abutments are 
resistant to erosion by the river flow (see photographS). Natural caves 
of up to 3 m diameter have even been observed in pillow lava formations. 
The existance and stability of these caves imply characteristics which 
would favour tunnel construction in moberg. The loosely-cemented 
breccia which ,~as exposed in the trench excavated during Ripping Tes t 
No.II seemed to be the weakest moberg formation encountered at Sigalda, 
but despite this appeared quite cohesive (see photographs 9 and 15). 

The crater wall tuff seen at the site of the outlet structure on the 
Vatnsfel1 diversion canal (photographs 11 and 12) is one of the best 
moberg rocks and would appear to be good tunneling rock. 

'The photographs taken during the visi.t are reproduced in Appendix 1 
together with a detailed description of each vim", and give a good 
idea of the nature of the moberg formations which '''ere observed. 
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6 TEe H N I CAL C LAS S I FIe A T ION 

6. 1. TYPES OF .!2£lS.~S 

On thEl basis of the data at present available which is summarised in 
chapters 3 and 4 and of the observations made during the visit to 
Iceland in 1971 the moberg formations' can technically be classified 
into the five following types: 

- pillow lava 
- brecciated pill~N lava 
- breccia 
- loosely cemented moraine-type breccia 
- tuff 

The technical characteristics of these formations are described in 
the £ollo\l7ing section. 

6.2. PILLOW LAVA 

6.2.1. A2pearance, structure, et~. 

Rounded or cubic cobbles of hard basaltic rock, 10-30 cm in size, the 
rock-mass being strongly jointed in radial and surface directions. The 
texture is massive and solid against loosening and the structure 
spherical or sometimes bedded. Basaltic veins, dykes and interstices 
exist. 

6.2.2. Probable construction characteristics. 

Steep, vertical and even overhanging walls would be stable and self
supporting vnults can be assuced providing the local joint configuration 
is favourable. Drilling is possible but may prove difficult; the 
maximum drilling depth will be 2-3 metres although in some cases 
only olle metre may be possible. Ripping will either be impossible or 
very difficult nnel uneconomic, and blasting is therefore essential 
for excavation. Tunnel linings of mesh and shotcrcte or locally of 
steel sheeting and concrete will be necessary. 

6.3. BRECCIATED PILl.OW LAVA 

6.3.1. Appe~!:.J. .. ,!i.tructur~, etc. 

A very fractured, I1f~terogeneous, fleathered and friable formation. 
Rounded or cubic hard basaltic cobbles of 5-20 em size, similar to a 
coarse stone mixture. Sandy or clay filling in interstices aud cracks 
wi th some basal tic veins. No cementation. maximwn natural slope 600

• 
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6.3.2_ Probable construction characteristics 

Steep but 'not vertical walls ,,,ill be stable but sel~-supporting 
vaults \-1ill rarely be possible. Percussion drilling ,·rill be very 
difficult nnd, due to the irregular fra~mentation, only possible to 
1-2 metres depth. Ripping is possible but will not be easy, although 
this will depend on the extent of the development of fissures. Steel 
sheet li.ning will probably be csr,ential for tunnel excavation, and 
in pla.ces even poling-plate advance may be needed (see chapter 8). 

6.4. BRECCIA 

6.4.1. Appearance, structure, etc. 

Well consolidated and cemented rock-mass ,.lith pillow lava and basalt 
fragments in a resistant, medium hard, dense and fine-grained matrix. 
It is possible that the firm, and what seems to be well consolidated 
surface is only an effect of weathering conditions. and that within 
the rock-mass the breccia may be less stable. Firm and stable out
crops exist in vertical walls and natural caves, and the sharp edges 
and hard surface borders of these can rarely be broken. 

6.4.2. Probable construction characteristics. 

Steep J vertical or overhanging faces ,V'ould be s tab Ie and self
supporting vaults of 3-5 m span would be possible. Drilling is 
possible to a depth of 2,3 or even 4 metres, but due to rock-mass 
configuration holes of only 1 m depth may prove difficult locally. 
On the surface., ripping is possible and may not be diffi.cult, but 
for tunnel excavation, drilling and blasting will probimly be 
necessary. It must be assumed that lining with mesh and shotcrete or 
with steel sheets and concrete Hoill be necessary. 

6.5. LOOSELY CEHENTED MORAINE-TYPE BRECCIA 

6.5.1. Appearance, structure, C!tc. 

A sandy gravel with numerous pillow fragments, the whole being 
cohesive but porous and weak, more akin to soil than to rock. Natural 
slopm can be as steep as 60° or even slightly more. 

6.5.2. Probable construction characteristics 

Th~S formation can easily be e~cavated to give stable slopes of up to 
60 , but some danger of slides cannot be excluded. Normal tunnel 
driving may not be possible nnd excavation without blasting but by 
poling-plate advance must be allOtlcd for. Surface excavation will be 
very easy by ripping or even by simple dozing. 
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6.6. TUFF 

6.6.1. Appearance, structuro-,.. at=.:.. 

Fine grained or coarse, dense, stable and massive rock-mass of 
average to lml hardness, sometimes strongly affected by tectonics. 
Faults exist and cracks arc filled ,-lith clay sediments. 

6.6.2. Probable construction characteristics 

It will be possible to excavate near vertical or overhanging walls 
and self-supporting vaults of 3-5 metres span, or even more depen.ding 
on quality of the rock, should be stable. Normal percussion drilling 
should not prove difficul t to depths of 2-4 metres and blasting 'vi 11 
be necessary. Hesh and shotcrete lining or a thin concrete lining 
with steel sheets is recolmr,ended. Ripping is possible. 

6.7. CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO LAUFFERS DIAGRAM 

Lauffers diagram is used to classify the rock by considering the 
relationship between the clear span (1 *) and the estimated maximum 
allowable time between excavation and the placing of the tunnel 
supports (the stability time, St) 

The degrees of stability for the various rnoberg formations have been 
estimated, and for each one its probable position in Lauffers 
diagr':l1n has thus been fixed. For this purpose. the diameter of the 
tunnel has been assumed to be greater than 5 me.tres and therefore the 
limiting clear span is equal to the distance between the last support 
and the tunnel face. 

The relationships are shown on the follcMing diagram, on which they 
can be compared with the valuas for other rock formations which were 
published in 'Rock Mechanics', Vol.2, No.4, of December 1970. 

Thi.s classification can only at pr(~sent constitute of first estimate, 
but is considered. necess ary to more close ly define the pt'opertics of 
the L'lobcrg formatio1ts. Additional inve.stigations wi.ll be required to 
give a more exact classifi.cation. 

6.8. THE ESTIMATED TECHNICAL ClIAH1\C'fERISl'ICS OF Tln~ HOBERG FORMATIONS 
-~-....-~---..... ~-----'""'----- ....~ . 

The analyt-:is and clm;sification of the mo~erg formations are 

summarised in the followi.ng table: 
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Estima.ted technical characteristics of Hoberg formations 

Moberg Class Quality of Hardness * Seismic Ripping Drillability Excavation Suppo~ting 

Formation according Rock-mass velocity performance sy~te~ 

to with CAT.D-9 (lining) 
Lauffers 
Diagram 

pillow lava B Sta~le to very hard at least probably. not drilling blasting shotcrece f:.'1.d 
(photos 1,2, jointed slightly 1500-2500 rippable possible but required ~~!::h or 
3+4) friable only with steel sheets 

difficulty and concrete 

Brecciated D friable hard 1000-2500 can be ripped drilling very blasting steel sheets 
pi110\,] lava brittle with difficult required and CO!1CTcte 

(photo 10) difficulty with localiy 
poling-plates 

drilling blasting shctcrete a.nd.Brecc'::'a B stable to medium 600-1100 rippable 
(photos 1,5 t jointed slightly hard possible but required t:'..:sh or steel 
6,7,8+11) friable only with' sheets and 

difficulty concrete 

Loosely cemented E very weak 300- 600 easily drilling not blasting steel sheets 
moraine-type ve.ry friable ripped or possible often un- and concrate 
breccia brittle can be simply necessary with poling-plate 
(photo 9) dozed advance 

Tc££ B stable to medium 1000-2000 rippable drilling blasting shotcrete and 
(photos 6+12) jointed slightly hard possible sometimes mesh or steel 

friable necessary sheets and co~c~ete 

* Basalt = very hard, Granite shard 
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7 - TUN N E L SEC T ION SAN D S TAT I C 
CON SID ERA T ION S 

7.1. GENERAL 

The three cross-sections studied, A,B and C, have areas of about 
25,50 and 75 ro2 respectively. Their main dimensions are given below 
and the sections are detailed in Appendix 2 - 09. 

Radius Internal }fax. internal Max. internalSection R{m) Arca(m2) height (m) width (m) 

A 2.9 23.4 5.00 5.80 
B 4.3 52.2 7.50 8.60 
C 5.2 75.6 9.00 10.40 

To allow for the considerable differences in the constructional 
properties of the moberg formations, four lining types were designed 
for each of the three tunnel sections studied; these are designated 
I to IV. The differences in rock properties are related to the 
standing time, i.e. the time which can elapse between excavation and 
erection of the tunnel supports. For all sections, relatively thin 
linings have been considered. 

7.2. THE NEW AUSTRIAN l-U<~TnOD 

The tUllnel linings have been defined on the basis of the knowledge and 
experience gained during the application of the new Austrian 
construction method. This method uses, instead of the previously 
employed strong lining of thickness t ~ R/5, a relatively thin elastic 
shell lining placed in continuous contact with the rock, and having a 
thickness of R/15 - R/25. The following dimensions have thus been 
selected: 

Selected values 
Section R R/5 R/25 - R/15 Lining II Lining III 

A 2.9 m 58 cm 12 - 19 cm 20 cm 25 cm 
B 4.3 m 86 cm 17 - 29 cm 25 cm 30 em 
C 5.2 m 104 em 21 - 35 cm 28 cm 33 cm 

The thin lining offers only little r~sistallce to the rock face during 
the process of redistribution of stresses; this process is in 
consequence accompanied by relatively la.rge defonnations and a con
siderable reduction in the final loading on the lining when the 
ultimate condition of stress (the fornw.tion of protective zones) is 
attained (see Appendix 2 - 16, relationship between lining resistance 
and deformation). The lining furthermore deforms in such a way that 
its neutral axis confonns extensively to the thrust line of the 
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loading on the llrch,and thus bending moments in the lilling are almost 
3void(~d. 

l-Ihen redistribution of stresses hus tak~n place, usually after a 
period of a few t1onths, the gunite sealing layer or, if necessary, a 
secondary structural lining can be applied. For adduction tunnels, a 
secondary lining is normally not nccess ary, except 't-lhen required to 
resist external ground water prt:ssul"e (see section 5.2 .of this chapter) 

It is necessary from both structur31 and construction points of view 
to allow for concreting of the 111Vert as soon as possible in order to 
close the tunnel ring and develop the full snpporting effect of the 
lining; ill moberg formations it is estimated that this should be 
carried out within one month of excavation. 

7.3. CROSS - SECTIONS AND DETAILS OF THE LININGS 

For many obvious reasons in tunneling a circular section is desirable, 
but such a section has the disadvantage from the constructional point 
of view of a strongly cur.ved invert. The pressures to be expected in 
the cases hare discuescd are not very high (the maximum overburden 
depth will be about 100 metres) and for this reason it is thus 
possible to assun~ horseshoe sections with considerably flatter 
invert curvatures for the tunnels. For each section, the internal 
dimensioon are kept constant irrespective of the rock type and lining 
dimensions. 

The thicknesses of the four thin linings proposed have been determined 
to correspond ,.,ith the rock qualities encountered. Continuous lining 
is proposed for static reasons, in order to improve hydraulic flO\V' 
conditions by giving favourable values of the Strickler friction 
coefficient, and also to avoid any danger of er.osion of rock 
surfaces. Lining type I will be form~d of shotcrete '(V'ieh steel mesh 
.reinforcement, and types II - IV 'tvi 11 consist of varying thicknesses 
of reinforced concrete with normally a gunitc inner facing. 

For all sections, a longitudinal drainage duct w1.ll be constructed 
beneath the lightly reinforced concrete in.vert lining; continuous 
drainage and her-tce clean working conditions 'Hi 11 thereby be ensured. 

Lining type IV will be applied in very loose rock when excavation 
using st(;!cl poling plates is necessary, the. lining is therefore 
slight ly different from types II and III t as pumped mortar ,~i 11 be 
necessary to fill the void between tho concrete lining and the rock 
which is occupied during driving by the poling p] at£H1 themselves 
(see ch.&ptar 8). 

The lining types are detailed in Appendices 2 - 10 to 2 - 13 for 
section A (23.4 m2) but they upply equally for thf! larger EJections n 
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and C (Appendices 2 - 14 and 2 - 15). 


The. thicknesses of the various linings for the thr~e sections A, B 


The act'\Jal depth of overbreak is difficult to estimate in advance. 

and C are given below in crn. 
Pumped Over Inve.rt 

Section Shotcrete Concrete Gunite mortar Total break* lining 

AI 8 8 15 15 
All 15 5 20 15 25 
AlII 20 5 25 15 33 
AIV 15 5 8 28 40 

BI 8 8 15 15 
BII 18 5 23 15 30 
BIll 25 5 30 15 43 
BIV 22 5 8 35 52 

CI 8 8 15 15 
CII 20 5 25 15 35 
ellr 28 5 33 15 48 
CIV 25 5 8 38 56 

* 
Experience shows that this depth depends on such factors as 
geological conditions, excavation method, care taken during 
excavation and the dimensions of the section, etc. In order to 
avoid unnecessary complications. in the calculations for this stage 
of the study, the ovcrbrcak depth for all three sections has been 
assumed to be 15 cm in the vault and 10 cm at the invert. For 
lining type IV, the use of poling plates will prevent overbreak. 

For the large cross-section~ B (52.2 m2) and C (75.6 m2). it must be 
assumed that full-face excavation will not be possible. For this 
reason, it is proposed that the lining of the upper half of the vault, 
i.e. that part excavated first, be formed with enlarged abutments able 
to support the vault during the remaining excavation. These abutments' 
can furthermore be tied-back if necessary wi th rock anchors. The 
excavation methC?d, which is kno\l1n as· the Belgian method, is illustrated 
in Appendices 2 - 21 and 2 - 22. 

For lining type IV, that designed for tunnel driving using stee.l 
poling plates, it is proposed to use pre-cast concrete elements to 
form the centre section of the invert. This wi 11 allmv immediate 
passage of construction traffic m\d will also provide convenient 
support for the steel erection arches. The remaining invert sections 
wi 11 be later formed "li tll in si tu concrete. Use of pre-cas t elements 
has the further advantage of greatly simplifying shuttering, and could 
therefore also be considered for linings types I - III. 
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7.4. BEHAVIOUR OF THE' ELASTIC LINING UNDER LOAD 

In order to be able to correctly dimension the tunnel linings, it is 
necessary to consider their behaviour under load and in particular their 
mode of failure. According to Rabcewicz (Refs. 1,2 and 7), the mode 
of failure of a circular elastic tunnel lining can be described as 
follows and as illustrated in Appendix 2-17. 

Phase 0 
Under the effect of the loading in the direction-of the 
principal compressive stresses, the lining bulges slightly such 
that the length of the diameter in this direction is slightly 
reduced. 

Phase I 
Shear failure of the lining occurs and the sections of lining 
parallel to the loading direction are forced inwards whilst 
at the same time shear wedg~are squeezed out perpendicular to 
the loading. 

Phase II 
With the effective structural span so increased a further 
reduction in the length of the diameter in the loading direction 
results. 

Phase III 
The lining finally buckles at the limits of this diameter under 
the effect of the continuing stresses, and collapse of the 
section occurs. 

The above failure process has been observed numerous times in 
practice (Refs. 1,2.6 and 9) and it has been shown that the cause 
of rupture in the case of lininBs in continuous direct contact with 
the rock is the high lateral load, the resulting collapse being a 
shear failure. 

Sattler (Ref.6) has stated that, on the basis of his tests, it is 
essential for the stability of the lining that it be in p~rfect 
tension-free contact with the rock, and that therefore the modulus of 
elasticity of the rock mass is of relatively little importance. 

The tunnel sections proposed in this study have been developed and 
dimensioned on the basis of this understanding of the mode of 
failure. 
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7.5. THE LOADS ON THE LINING-.---.-

The re.distl"ibuted pressure in moberg can at the present ti.me be 
on 1y ver.y roughly evaluated, as no rnatcrinl charilcteris tics are yet 
knot'ln. To obtain however a general idea of the magnitud(! of the 
pressures to be expected, lIse is made of the simplified diagram given 
i.n Appendix 2 - 16. From this diagram it can hl~ seen that the load 
\vhich a very elastic lining will have to bear after redistribution of 
stresses, is between 10 and 20 % of the total rock mass pressure 
corresponding to the overburden depth. Similar results are giv'en by 
the studies of Lombardi (see Ref.I1 and also Refo. 2 and 3). 

The fo 11 Olving me thocls can be used to study the behaviour of the rock 
mass nnd to dimension the tunnel lining: 

a) 	The deformation. characteristics of the rock mass can be measured 
in a specially excavated investination tunnel and the results 
obtained used to deduce the values for the proposed tunnel. 

b) 	In 5i tu measurements can be made. in the tunnel itself but, because 
of the limited stability time of moberg, these cannot be carried 
out before placing of the lining. The followi.ng should be maasured: 
deformation of the vault, radial stresses in the vault, tangential 
s trcllses in the lining and, in places, the development of tangential. 
stresses in the rock mass as a function of time. Measurements 
should he Tilad~ at suitahle intervals a1\d in geologically characteristic 
locations, und accurate des cript:i.ons of the rock coneli tions should 
be m..-tue at each m~asurcment si tc. Observations should be continued 
in gen.eral for several months, but experience has shmvo that it is 
u~ually possible aft.er a matter of (lnly a few weeks to get a good 
picture of the tendnncy of the behaviour of the rock nwss. By this 
method it is possible to apply the results of tests made in the 
actual tUJ.'l.t'lel to the dimensi.on.ing, and if ncccss ary the recalculation, 
of the linin.g of succeeding sections. 

7.5.2. Water pr.essure 

It has been afHwmed, as is usual for adduction tunnels, that the 
tl.tn!.H:!ls will be, designed for frf"e-flo\t[ and thB.t therefore no internal 
water pressure will exist. 

Of much greatC!r importance therefore. is the case of external ground 
water pressure. If the ground water tabla is crossed by a tunnel, its 
level may bn lO"Tf;~red during construction. The huild-up of exterllcl.l 
water pressure. can thu~ be preven.ted by providing drainrrg:e~ holes in 
the tumwJ. lining s providing of c:ourse that the r.ock rna.s S 5.s ::;ueh as 
to allow continuous flow of ground water into the tunnel (see 
Appendix 2-25, figure 4). 
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If, however, such drainage is not possible, a second inner-structural 
lining will be necessary, able to withstand the external pressure. 
Secondary linings could be cot15tructed in all the tunnel sections here 
discussed, although they t~ould involve a slight decrease in the inter
nal cross-sectional arca. This, however, could be partly coc~ensated 
for by the increased Strickler friction coefficient resulting from the 
use of good quality shuttering for construction of the second lining. 

In the case of perched ground water tables, it should be possible to 
avoid the second vault, providing that the tunnel crosses only the zone 
of infiltration below the water table (see Appendix 2-06). 

'7.6. PERUISSABLE LOADING ON THE LINING 

The permissable loads on the various tunnel linings due to overburden 
pressure have been calculated using the theory of semi-stiff shells, 
as per Sattler (Ref.S). A value of(3w= 200 kg/cm2 has been assumed for 
the concrete cube crushing strength, this corresponding to normal 
concrete with a cement content of 300 kg/m3 concrete, and 5 and lOcm2 
of reinforcement per linear metre of tunnel have been assumed, ,.,ith 
0-0.2 • 2700 kg/cm2 

The fo llowing permiss ab Ie loads, in tons/m2, were calculated, these 
include a safety factor of 2.3 

Lining Section A Section B Section C 
type Concrete Steel Total Concrete Steel Total Concrete Steel Total 

I 16 4 20 11 3 11. 9 2 11 
II 30 9 39 24 6 30 23 5 28 
III 40 9 49 33 6 39 32 5 37 
IV 46 9 55 40 6 46 38 5 43 

The variation in permissable values results from the different concrete 
thicknesses, reinforcement quantities and radii of curvature. Overbreak 
concrete was not taken into account in the calculations. 
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8 - CON S T Rue T ION MET HOD S 

8. 1 ~ GENERAL 

Moberg is a very heterogeneous rock mass '''hieh varies from hard rock 
to loose material, and for this reason widely varying forma.tions must 
be expected ~len tunneling. This variation is clearly illustrated by 
the ~eological sections for Sigalda and Vatnsfell (Appendices 2-02 
and 2-05) where it can be seen that depending 011 level, any tunnels 
would ~ncounter widely differing types of moberg. 

The method selected for constructing tunnels in rnoberg must therefore 
be planned in such a way that it is applicable without any basic 
modification in all formations encountered. In the first place it 
is therefore necessary to fulfill the requirements both of a 
sufficiently flexible excavation method and of the continuous support. 
In order that this support may be as effective as possible, steel 
supports 'vi 11 be required ,.,hich can be backfi lIed with shotcrete or 
pumped concrete to form an uninterrupted contact with the rock mass. 

A very suitable such support method \Y'ould be a new Swiss sys tem 
known as the "Derno1d tunnel construction system" which makes use of 
thin expanded steel sheets supported on steel arches; these so-called 
Berno1d sheets provide temporary protection against rock fall and 
later form the reinforcement of the concrete lining. The hitherto 
normal method employing steel supporting arches and steel beams 
could of course also be used, but this is very expensive and has 
statical disadvantages. The Berno1d system is fully described in 
the Appendix-Documentation. 

8.2. '\YOnKING PHASES 

The proposed met.hod of tunn.el construction in moberg employing the 
Derno1d support system, can be in ge.ne.ral described as fo11mvs: 

Phase 1.: Excavation. 
Due to the structure and general lul.rdrw:')s of mohc:.rg formations, 
drilling and blasting will usually bn necessary. In certain formations 
however, drilling \v;'ll be complicate-d z,nd difficult. and spaci.al 
measures ,.,.i 11 have to be adopted; the~a~ are des crih0.d in dr!tai 1 in 
section 1 of chapter 10. Under the Bc.rnold system, drilling and 
blasting will normally be carried out under the protection of 
support~ extending right to the tunnel face. 

For drilling, a self-prope.llcd, rubb(.:!r-tyr~d Jumbo \"ill be most 
suitable (see App~~ndix Doc,tlIn,811tation). Fot' the rt~asonG of safety and 
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stability, the drilling depth will depend on the rock quality and 
the standing-time during which the newly-excavated section can be 
left unsupported; rounds of 2, 2V2 or 3 metres should be normal but 
in very friable rock only 1 metre rounds may be possible. Blasting 
will also pose certain problems, both because of the voids which 
exist in places in moberg, as well as because of shocks which could 
endanger the stability of any tunnel sections which might be 
temporarily unsupported for any reason. 

If the moberg formati.on is very soft and relatively unconsolidated, 

excavation ,...ill be possible without recourse to blasting. In this 

case, the bore-Jumbo would be replaced by a conventional excavator 

able to scrape and break in a purely mechanical way the rock material 

from the tunnel face. Use could also be made of compressed air 

equipment, hydraulic shovels and similar plant. It will very 

probab ly be necessary in such condi tions to continuous ly extend the 

tunnel supports, possibly by using steel poling-plates as described 

in section 4 of this chapter. 


Phase 2: Mucking-out. 

After blasting, the spoil will be loaded with traxcavators or 

shovels into trucks or dumpers, this work is usually carried out 
under the protection of steel supports erected up to the face prior 
to blasting. Only the newly blasted section will therefore be 
unsupported during loading. 

Phase 3 : Erection of supports. 
On completion of muckine-out the steel arch supports \-Till be erected 
up to the nC\vly exposed face and the perforated Bernold steel plates 
placed as immediate protection against falling rock. A great advantage 
of the Bernold system is that the steel arches are not embedded 
in the lining concrete and only remain in place until the Bernold 
sheets have been backfilled with concrete or shotcrete; the arches 
can thus be used over and over aeain and are simply advanced after 
each mucking-out phase. 

In the better moberg formations, a light steel mesh covered llTith 
shotcretc \-1i 11 suffice in place of the Bemold sh,~ets and concrete. 

Phase 4 : Concrete backfilling. 
For fully effe~tive support, it is essential that the space between 
the Bernold sheets and rock be backfilled as soon as the sheets are 
in position. This can conveni~ntly be carried out by either pumping 
concrete behind the sheets or by spraying fresh ly-mixcd concrete 
through the perforations in the sheets (in both these cases, the 
water is added and the concrete tllxed at the mix.cr, and not at the 
nozzle of the gun as for shotcretc). The concref-e must be. vibrated 
until it starts to ooze through between the ribs of the Bernold 
sheets 
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The normal daily cycle would comprise thest.~ four '-lork phases. In 
order, hm·,ever, to m.ake the lilling fully effeetive, the ring must be 
closed by concreting the invert ,.;hich, in the case of moberg, it is 
estimated should not be delayed liiOrc~ than four '-leeks after excavation. 
Th.e drainage duct \·,il1 be concreted together 't\,ith the invert. 

8.3. CO~STRUCTION OF THE T~NEL SECTIONS 

8.3.1. Tum:.~l Secti«?.~A (sce Appendices 2-19 and 2-20) 

I:It is expected tha,t in moberg tunnel section A (23.4 m2, R 2.9 m) 
can be drfven full-fnce. In good conditions, the 8 em thick mesh/shot
crete lining should be sufficient, this being the absolute minimum 
lining thickness proposed in mobc:!rg formations. 

In poorer rock condi.tions, liningfl type II and III ,·,ill bl~ constructed 
using Be,mold pl~tes, and in loose rock conditions. poling-plate 
advance (lining type IV) \~ill be er[)ployed. 

As previously mentioned, the horseshoe sections have been selected for 
structural reasons Hith a slightly curved, rather than a flat invert. 
In order, hmvevcr, to facilitate the movement of vehicles, excavation 
can initially be taken only to the level of the vault abutments, the 
curved sections then being excavated prior to concreting of the invert. 

If in particular rock eondition full-face advance proves difficult, 
partial her.ding could be suhs ti tuted, \-Ti th the section being excavated 
initially above the horizontal diameter, a height of ahout 3 metres. 

8.3.2. Tunnel Section}! (see Appendicc;;:s 2-14 and 2-21) 

Tunnel section B (52.2 m2, R :::: 4.30 ra) is alr.0.ady of a sixe \"hich in 
moberg will probcllly necessitate partial heading, such as the Belgian 
construction method detailed in Appendix 2--21. The stages in this case 
would he as fo110'\1's for sections HIl and BIll in stable rock conditions: 

I Excavation of the upper section 
II Erection of the Barnold sheets nnd concreting of 

the -vault, if necessary ,·lith eulnrg(!d abutments. 
III Excavation of the loue.r centre section. 
IV Excavation of the si.de l:H?llches by Drfluoth b lasti ng. 
V ConcretinB of the drailulce duct nnd inver.t. 
VI Ereet.ion of the Bernold plate.s aad concreting 

of the side walls. 
VII Guniting of the vault. 
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In friable, less resistant rock, the procedure 'Would have to be modified 
as follows: 

I Excavation of the upper section. 
II Erection of the BernolJ sheets, concreting of the 

vault and if necessary tying-back of the enlarged 
vaul t abutments wi th rock anchors. 

III Excavation of the side tva11s, lm-ler centre section. 
IV Excavation of the side benches Gtep by step by 

smooth blasting. 
V Concreting of intermediate supporting pitlars and 

of the side walls. 
VI Concreting of the drainage duct and invert. 
VII Guniting of the vault. 

In these cases, the upper section will be excavated as a pilot tunnel 
and its length must be decided on the basis of the rock conditions en
countered. Excavation of the upper section should not, hOllever, be 
allowed to proceed too far in advanc.e of the remaining ei·~~tivation. as it 
is important that the effect of the complete tunnel liniJ;bt including 
the invert, he obtained as soon as possib Ie; only in this way can 
wholly stable and safe conditions be assured. 

The lining type can of course be varied depending on the rock encountered, 
but for a section of this size, the type I lining of shotcrete and mesh 
will only be allo\Jed by extremely Bood rock conditions. It can therefore 
be assumed that in moberg only sections ilII aud BIll need be considered, 
with the sole reservation that under certain conditions poling-plate 
driving (section BIV) might be possible; this is discussed in detail in 
the following section. 

The stability of the upper vault ahut.ments during excavation of the 
lOllTer side \Olalls must be thorough ly investigated and under certain con
di tions tying-back of the abutments \\Ti th rock anchors may be necessary. 
In less resistant rock the side benches can only be excavHted by the 
intermediate construction of short lengths of the lOl-Tcr li.ning tolhich are 
formed as retaining walls and which support the vault lining whilst the 
remainder of the side benches is excavated. 

In order to accurately define the construction procedure for tunnel 
section B, cxtelisive prospection ~md study of the moberg formations 
will be necessary. 

8.3. 3. ~.2:.~} S~~_s.t:i..o_~ (see Appendices 2-15 and 2-22) 

This is a very large tunnel section (75.6 m2, max. height 9.0m, max.width 
lO.4m) and e:KC.:1VD.Cl.On by partial advance, e.g. by the Belgian method, 
,(olill be necessc:n:y. 

As the excavHtion procedures, '\vorking phases and other con.siderations 
would, dcpc.nding on rock conditions, be the SHr'il! as already descrihed 
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for Section B, it is 'not necessary to repeat them here. However, the 
construction of a tunnel of this size by any method would only be 
feasible in very good rock conditions, and, therefore, it would be 
necessary to make extensive investigations and studies before 
deciding on such a tunnel instead of an alternative solution such as, 
for instance, two smaller parallel tunnels" 

.~ ..t.. 	 TUNNEL DRIVING wrctl. STE'E;,k PQ1ING PLb,Tf2 
(sec Appendix 2-23) 

For certain tloberg formations, for examp Ie the loos ly cemented 
breccia of the moraine type, it is no lon.gcr possible to talk of 
rock tunneling, but rather of earth tunne.ling. In such very loose 
formations, which can be compared perhaps with gravely sand or 
moraine, it lV'ill probably be necessary to drive the tunnel using 
steel poling·-plates. This method, \'lhich c.·an be used in conjunction 
with the Bernold system, as described in the Appendix Documentation, 
makes use of poling-plates, or lances, which are of box-section 
(60-150 nun x 250-500 rom) and from 4 to 7 netres long. Steel guide 
arches are erected in the tunnel, behind l1hich the poling plates 
are placed around the circumference of the vault; the plates interlock 
in such a way that they can take up the c.urve of the vault but the 
connection between adjacent plate~ is such as to allow one plate to 
be drivan fon"ard at a time, whi Is t at the same time forming a 
sufficiently tieht closure to prevent material passing bet\-lcen the 
plates. The platen which have pointed tips, .are driven forward one 
by one by hydraulic rams acting against the. guide arches, and mucking
out at the fact is carried out by hand or using conventional diggers. 
The procedure is clearly illustrated in the Ar1pendix Documentation. 

The Bernold plates a~e erected as previously described against 
supporting arches (not the poling-plate guide arches), and in front 
of the rear sections (tails) of the poling plates; the concrete 
backfi lling being therefor(! immedi ately p In.ced between the Barnold 
shea ts and the poling plate:} .. Hith continuh1.g advance of the latter, 
a void, the width of the poling plate (about 8 cm) is created between 
the concrete backfill and the rock. which must be continuously filled 
with pu.mped mortar. 

Depending on the behaviour of the rock material and therefore only 
after adequate investigations, poling plates can be used to drive 
the invert of the tunnel section. Use of Bcnlold plates in the invert 
should, hm-lever, be avoided, but, as previous ly mentioned in section 
3 of chapter 7, pre-cast concrete elemen.ts CBn he placed to form the 
centre invert section with the remaining urea being concreted nonnally. 

Application of the poling plate method to section A (23.4 m2, referred 
to ~\S section AIV) \.;ould be convenient. For Sc(:tl.on BIV J hO\".,t!ver. J 

(52.2 m2) the procedure would be more complicated and if requ.ired 
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over a long length of tunnel \~ould probably not be as suitable as 
the use of a shield. It is thus clear that the success of poling
plate advilnce for section C (7586 m2) is very questionable and, 
in the absence of more accura.te. geological data this can not be 
accurately assessed. A further difficulty in such loose grolmd 
is maintaining the stability of the face itself, this obviously 
becomes more difficult as the tunnel section increases. Even with 
partial advance using poling plates (e.g. by the Belgian method) 
breas tillg to support the face ,~ould almas t certainly be necessary 
for sections greater than AIV (sec Appendix Documentation). 

It can thus be seen that there exist definite technical and 

economic limitations to the usc of the poling-plate method of tunneling. 
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9 - CON S T Rue T ION MET H 0 n s 
I NG R 0 U N D WATE R 

9.1. GENERAL 

As explained in chapter Lf , ground "later mus t be expected vlhen tunneling 
in moherr; "lhtch, depending on. the rock condit.ions and the type of source, 
can appear in different Hnys and have variotls effects. on. the tunneling 
procedure. In ce.rtain locations it is possible that work \vill have to 
proceed about 50 metres belm: the eround water tnble. This chapter con
sists therefore of a description of the various methods availahle for 
coping with ground wnter when tunneling by the procedures described in 
chapter 8; thcGe metllOuS being summarised in Appendix 2-24. In these 
cases it is particularly important that the ground ~.,atcr inflow be 
diverted or stopped 8.S soon as possible in order to prevent the freshly 
placed shotcrcte lining or concrete backfill behind the steel supports 
from being \-lashed out. In any areas ,,,hera ground water is expected it 
i.s recommended that prospection drillings be made and installed ,-lith 
piezameters before excavation is conml(:nced, in this way f1mv conditions 
can be observed, neeessary precautions taken, and unpleasant surprises 
avoided. During tunneling itself the execution of pilot drillings is 
recommended at the face as shown in Appendix 2-06, to give warning of 
changes in ground vlate r flow. 

9. 2. THE 0Pl~ASLI l·m!'HOD (HETlIOn I) 

This methpd of dealin.g ,.,i th local, concentrated j nflo\-/s of Hater, such 
as for instance those issuing from cracks \~len tunneling beneath a 
suspended water table, is carried out immediately fo110\ying excavation 
and prior to the erection of the supporting sheets. The individual in
flo\"5 are diverted directly into the drainage duct in the invert by 
means of plastic gutters of semi-circular f;ection \Jhich are fixed to 
the rock face with a covering of ra.pid-hardening cement mortar, con
taining for instance Siku 4a binder or similar additive. This mortar 
can either be applie.d by hand or sprayed, and the method is detailed in 
the Appendix Documentation. The steel supports or sllotcretc/mesh lining 
can be erected immediate ly the inflcMs have bCHn diverted, but the 
Oberlu'!s li method Cannot of course be used \-1i th po ling-plate advance. 

9.3. lVATERPROOFI~1G HETHODS US ING PLASTIC SHEETING-----,-_._----"",--

When ground w3tcr appears as a strong rain pouring from the whole tunnel 
section (see Photograph No.16), a \'][1terproof plastic membrane,reinforced 
\vith mesh. 
Documentat
stage.s: 

fllUGt 
ion). 

be employe.d, 
In these. con

such 
ditions, 

an 'Guniplast' 
constructio

or 
n p~

similar 
occeds i

(sec Appendix 
followingn the 
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1. 	Excavation as normal~ 
2. 	Supported on steel fitting arches steel,mesh rock 

security mats arc erected to which the plastic 
r.tembrane is attached '\vit.h light steel L-angle 
sections and Sika mortar. The security mats 
pl"otect the: nlembr.:.me against falling rock. 

3. 	Erection of the Bernold sheets behind separate 
arches and b;:;.ckfilling ,,~ith concX'(!tc of the space 
bctHeell thcs(~ shf;ets and the plastic membrane. The 
steel security mats prevent the merLlbranc. from 
being d.:lmage.d or pur.hcd against the rock face during 
backfilling. Small diameter plastic tubes, 
temporarily closed, are embedded in this concrete. 

4. 	After hardetling of the concrete backfill, the void 
bet~~cen the membrane and rock is filled by pumping 
mortar through the plastic tubes. Finally, these 
tubes are extended by drilling through the hard mortar 
and into the rock mass to form drainage ducts which 
prevent the. build-up of water pressure behind the 
lining. 

In poorer rock quality corresponding to lining type III, the rock 
security mats will be replaced by a second layer of Benlold sheets 
'which will protect the plastic membrane against falling rock. Other
wise, this method is irlentical with method II. 

9.3.3. Method IV, Appendix 2-27 

This is a variation of method II ,."hich can be used when poling-plate 
advance is necessary. The pla.stic membrane is laid directly against 
the poling-plates and concretinr, carried out as normal behind 
Bernold sheets. After pumping ll1orta.r into the space left by the poling 
plates. the drainage holes wi.ll be bored and filled lYith a filter 
material to prevent the loose rock material from being washed out. 
This me thad Call ld be lH.1ed for C!xamb Ie in w3tnr-bearing laos ly
cem~ntcd breccias. 

The dimelU;io"Lls. of the t.hrec! cross-se.ctions ,-lith the modified linings 
neCCSfJ ar.:y to dea 1 wi th ground "liller arc. giVCll in Appendix 2-28. 

In 	order' to give an idea of hmv tunnel section A could appear in 
water-bearing moberf1, reference is again made to photograph No.16 
'''hich ChovlS (l tunnel constructed in the S\·liBS Alps through very 
perviolls dolomi tc. The rock itfielf 't~as ve.ry s()lid rmd required no 
support, but uhen helovl the \-!ater tab Ie extensive ,V'atar-proofin~ 
work \vas necessary. following illHaediately behind the tunnel 
excnvation. In this case, for reasons hoth of cos t and programming, 
'Guniplast' sheeting \1135 used. 
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9.4. INNER CO},!CRETE, LINING 

It is conceivable that driving a tunnel through water-bearing moberg 
could produce a lowering of the ground water table. llowever, if a 
completely ,,,ater-t.i.ght lining must be constructed, or even if 
subsequent grouting is necessary behind the li~ing, it is possible 
that the 'vater leve1 a.round the bore could again rise wi th a 
consequent buil d-up of pressure on the lining. In such circums tances, 
an inner concrete lining would have to be constructed to withstand 
this pressure J a.s shotvn in Appendix 2-29. 
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10 - S PEe I ALe 0 N S T Rue T ION PRO B L EMS 
__________k _____.._____.~,_-,_____.,_,__._.______ 

The study of the moberg formati on5 has indic(";f':(',d that certain con
str\lct;.Oi.l problems could be encountered l:hich o_re not normally 
expected \·;rh('!l1 tunneling in more (.;oJ id c.rtd hmr.oGcnl'!ons rock; these 
problems are briefly discussed :Ln this chnpter. 

10.1. DRILl.ING 
~--'--'---

10.1.1. Gen~ral 

Drilling in moberg ,·rill pose difficult prohlcnm. The h~t(;rogeneity of 
the fonnations can be clearly seem from photogl-aphs Nos .1-10, and the 
consequent variations in hardness be-.t'Vle.en pillO\! lava on one hand and 
loosly consolidat€~d breccia 011 tlh~ other, \:ith always the possibility 
of intervening basalt veins. arc. hardly conducive to trouble-free 
dri lling. Because of these 'vide ly eli ffering strata through \vhich it 
'vill be nf.!CCS3ary to drill, ,·!ide var.iations in the stability of the 
boreholes must be expf!cted and allo'\vcd for; this was s(:~en during the 
drillings carried out for grouting trials at Sigalda where for instance 
with Tricone bits it was necessary to grout up the holes every three 
me trcs .. Ther. e variab Ie strata also lead to wide differencf-!:; in 
drilling speeds as is wall illustrated in Appendix 2-07, but with, 
ho\t:rever a 1m., averenc speed using Tricone bits of only 3.75 metres per 
hour. For these rCl1S0ns, it is necessary to carefully consider 
drilling proce:dun:-.s in mobcrg and to al\\1ays use the correct, and in 
some caner, special equipment. In the table 'Technical (.!haracteristics 
of moberg' in chapte r 6, section. 8. a preliminary general forecas t 
is given of the drill<'!bility of tnoberg fonnations. 

For pUl:(~ pexcus fl ion dri 11ing, it lS cs&ential that the rock be 
sufficiently hard to ensure aJequatc rebound of the drill bit, 
othend.sc the dri 11 stee.l "lill beeorac progr(!s.sivcly embndded and 
stuck in the hole and vill be extn:'.lI1(!ly difficult to extract:. It is 
there.fore clear thet thiG l1l::!thod c:,ln only be used for drilling in 
mohe.rg forf.1;,~.t:i.on$ in th:::! rare cases \·;:hen purticul<:lrly hard and 
ma~::dvc l.'ock if. encountered. Evell. W'ilh pillow lava hm'!ever, although 
the rock itself ir; of haxl.lue;ss ,·,.hich should be conducive to 
sati~:fD.ct"ry l)(~rCus~;ion drilling, (1l..fficllltics \1111 oc.c.ur when the 
bit paSHCS throilgh the voids bet'·;n(~n pillmvs and iHlpl"inr;f~S on tht'? 
r.uxfac.e of the fol1o~lLlg pi 11m.,. ~-nHm th·j r; surf':Jce is inclined to 
the dr:ii1inz directl.on the bit ,d.ll h3.vn difficulty in biting and 
there. ,·.rill bo D. tendancy for the drill ~t6c:l to be deflected. 

For th~sc ra~sons, pure percucsion drilling will not be practical in 
most i[1obE'!rg fornwtions and cml be e:xch;.(k~d itom further dlscllssion. 
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10.1.3. Rotary percussion drilling 

Rotary percussion drilling (l~ drilling) provides a method much 
better able to cope with variable rock conditions. The drill tool 
can be rotated indepeudantly of the percussion effect and at speeds 
\Jhich can be adjusted as require.d. Depe.nding on rock conditions, 
drilling CC:!l1 be carried out by either rotatioll without percussion, 
pe.t*cussion without rntation, or by similtaneous rotation and 
percuss ion. Ttvo examples of RllD dri lIs, the At las Copco 90 ED and 
the Joy drill are described in the 	Appendix Documentation. 

The selection of the correct drilling methods and equipment will be 
important '''hen workins in moberg if adequate progress at minimum' 
cost is to be maintained. In particular, the drill steels and bits 
must be carefully chosen and this choice should be made only on the 
basis of prior tests nnd trials. 

Plain chisel-edged drill bits trill not be suitable for moberg and 
four-point bits, or even at times special soft rock bits, must be 
used. When excavating in heavily fissured moberg there may be a 
tendancy, even l1ith RP drilling, for the drill steel to become 
jrunmcd due to the partial collapse of the hole behind the bit;for 
this reason the use of so-called 'Retrac' bits should be considered. 
These bits have backward facing cutters behind the main bit and 
are therefore able, when rotated in the reverse direction, to drill 
themselves frc.e. 

It must alGo be decided whether integral drill steels or extension 
steels arc to be used, and this \"il1 depend mainly on the required 
depth and diameter. The following table gives some characteristics 
dimensions of integral and extension steels with four-point bits. 

Drill steel 	 Nax.effective Bi t edge dia- Flushing duct dia
!~!Htt;l:_~!!_~___ ~£E!!_!~_~_____£!!~£~~!-------	 ~~~~!-!~-~------

Integral steels: 

7/8" (22.2mm) 4600 38 6.7 


It1 (25.4mm) 4600 	 38 7.6 

Extension steels: 
7/8" (22.2mm) optional 3S - 38 6.7 
1 n (25.4121..11) optional 38 - 45 8.6 
IV4" (31.Brnm) optional 48 - 51 9.4 

51 - 64 1< 

lV2" (38.lnun) optional 64 - 102 12.5 
64 - 89 * 

13/ I~" (44. 5mp.1) optional 	 76 - 115 14.0 
76 - 115 ,\. 

* nit edge dimensions for 'Retra{!' bits which are only available for 
steel dialnet~~t:s of 1 V!~ n and gre:':iter. 
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It is expected that because of the generally relatively low con
sumption of explosive anticipated for moberg, that 7/8" to 1 V4tt 
dia.meter steels will be adequate. However, where 'Retrac' bits must 
be used, the steel size will probably have to be increased, as ~'lill 

probably also be the case ,,,,hen drilling in pillow lava to reduce 
dri 11 deflection be Doleen pi llotlS • 

It is known from experience gained at Burfell that when drilling in 
volcanic formations, a fine clayish drilling mud has a tendancy to 
form which can plug the flushing holes, thus pre.venting. the flushing 
out of the drilling and cau$ing the drill steel to stick. This could 
also happen in moberg and it is therefore necessary to use the 
highest possible wat~r pressure whe.n drilling together with steel's 
having the maximum possible flushing duct diameter. 

As previously mentioned, difficulties may be encountered wit.h 
percussion drilling in pillow lava due to the voids and fissures, and 
this problem would only be partially overcome by RP drilling. In 
these conditions, therefore, large diameter, stiffer steels should be 
used, or alternatively guide rods or special coupling sleeves could 
be employed, although these latter do have the disadvantage of 
limiting the drill-hole diameter. Drilling tests in such conditions 
are thus absolutely necessary. 

10.1.4. Overburden Drilling Hethod 

If, due to collapse of the drillhole walls, neither of the drilling 
methods described above prove successful, cased drilling ,,,ill be 
necessary. This could well be the case with bree.cious pillow lava 
and loosly cemented breccias which may probably turn out to be 
practically undrillable by convential methods. 

The Overburden Drilling method (OD-Mcthod)'vhich 'vas developed by 
Atlas Copco and \o1hich was used to drill the lava formntions durillg 
channel excavation at Burfcll, could in such circutaStances be 
employed. Basically a extension of the RP- method, the main drilling 
steels are sunk within drilling cases and continuously flushed ,-lith 
high-pressure water. 'rhe method is described in App~ndix Documentation. 
Such a method will have to be used under certain c.ircumstances when 
tunneling in moberg, particularly when wholly unexpected geological 
conditions are encountered in Hhich drilling cannot be avoided. The 
method will not be cheap, and does have the furthnr disadv(l.ntngc 
that even the smallest diameter ,.,hich can be so bored (83-92mm) is 
almost too large for normal tunnel drivlllg, but 1. t can be unsumed 
that lV'hen tunneling it will only be rarely neC~S~Ull:y to employ the 
OD-Hethod. 

In loose rock, for ins tance loos ly cemented br<H!cla t where bIas ting is 
not necessary, drilling will of course not nann;:;]ly be required. If, 
however, isolatE:.:d veins exist, for instance of btl.};alt, l-lh.i.ch can 
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only be removed \V'ith blasting, then overburden drilling ,,,ould 
provide a possible, albeit expensive, me.thod of drilling for the 
placing of the charges. 

Although also influenced by the capacity of the drilling and lnuckillg
out equi.pment, the 8.dvance per round fired depends mainly on the 
tunn~l section, rock characteristics and driving method. 

As a general rule, Langefors and Kihlstrom*gi,1e the advance per round 
as 40 to 70% of the maximum tunnel \-lidth (B) which, taking an average 
value for mobcrg of 502, gives the following results: 

Section 
Tunnel section 

m2 
Max. ,,,,id th 
(B) m 

Advance 
round, 

per 
m 

A 23.4. 5.8 2.9 
B 52.2 8.6 4.3 
C 75.6 10.4 5.2 

It is claar, hO\..rever, that in moberg formations the round advance 
will be limited eithet· by the maximum depth which can be drilled or 
by the maximum unsupported clear span for each rock type. This can 
be seen from the following figures tak(.~n from chapter 6: 

Hax. dri l1ing Clear unsupportedRock type depth (m) span (m) ** 

Pillow lava 2 - 3 2 
Brecciated pillow lava 1 - 2 1 
Breccia 2 - 4 3 
Loosly cemented breccia. *** 0.6 
Tuff 2 - 4 3 

** According to the principle of Lauffers' method 
*'i";~ Probably undrillable by normal lI1ethods, max.depth 

by OD-Hethod ennnot bE~ es tilHat£:d. 

This sho\vs that in fact for mobcrg formations it is the st.ructural 
properties dictati.ng the unsupported clear span '''hieh will gt~ncra1ly 
govern the selection of the. adv[lnce per round .. 

Accurate drilling in moberg formations will be difficult or very 
expcnsive,in particular bccuusc of the voids Hhich can exist in for 
example pillOl.-1 lava formations. and ther~forc it \]i1l he nec(!ssary 
to arrc.nge the drill'il1gs in a wedge. patu:n:n in the tunnel face, as 
it will certainly not he possible to drill parallel holes. The 
* The Modern Technique of Rock IHnstinc - Upsala, S·,u.H1Hn, 1961 
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number of drillholes necessary for each round depends obviously on 
the area of cross-section of the tunnel as well as on the loosening 
characteristics of the rock. According to the diagram prepared by 
Dr. Maid1 (5~hweizerische Bnuzeitung, Issue No 7, 1972) on thc basis 
of 	his study of numerous tunnels, the following values are obtained, 
for example for section AlII (S = 31.5 m2): 

Number of holes 
Rock classification group Numbcr of holes (n) per m2 of face 

1. 	Easy to loosen n -= 25.1 + 0.775 III 49 1.55 
2. 	Moderately difficult n a 30.9 + 1.00S a 62 1.97 

to loosen 
CI3. 	Difficult to loosen n 37 .. 6 + 1.405 - 82 2.60 

Moberg formations with low seismic values and which are generally 
rippable can be considered to belong to group 1., but pillow lava 
itself should probably be classified in group 2. 

These values, which were actually recorded on site, are in general 
higher than the calculated values (see Diagram 4 in article referred 
to). 

10.1.6 prilling Equipment 

A large range of drilling equipment is available today for dealing 
with difficult problems and conditions and it is therefore important 
that extensive, comparative drilling tests be carried out in the 
various moberg formations in order that the most suitable and economi
cal equipment can be selected for a particular tunneling project. 

A self-propelled rubber-tyred JUIP.bo \"ould be very suitable for 
tunneling in moberg, as it could carry both conventional percussion 
and rotary percussion drills as well as, when necessary, overburden 
drilling equipment. 

In 	rock ,,,here drilling proves to be impossible or very expensive, use 
could be made of a hydraulic excavator ,(-1i th a jack-hammer fi tted in 
plac~ of its bucket to break up the rock at the. face; this rock 
would thell be londed into trucks by a separate; shovel. In certain 
tunnels a jumbo fitted \\dth several such hammers could be used. An 
example of such a machine, the Secoma Type 225, is illustrated in 
the Appendix Documentation. This \vas usc.d in 1967 for cons t ruc.tion 
of 	a tunnel beneath the centre of Paris where blasting W3S not 
allo\"cd. 

A newly-developed tunneling rnnchine knO\~n as the "RoadhcHlder" could 
also he considered for working in rnobcrg. This has a circular cutting 
head, mounted on a t €!lcscopic boom, which traverSES the tunnel face, 
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the rock material so removed falling onto a conveyor belt which 
carries i.t to a uaiting truck standing behind the machine. Such a 
machine manufactured by Anderson Havor Ltd. of HotherHcll, Scotland, 
is also illustrated in the Appendix Documentation .. (sce also ch.ll.5.) 

10.2. BLASTING TECHNIQUES 

10.2.1. Conventional techniqu\~s 

In additl.on to the problems of drilling in moberg, complications must 
also be expected with the blasting procedure itself. Normal m;.:.thods 
of blasting must be r.1cdified and special precautions taken, to deal 
with the follo\-1ing t\{O main difficulties. 

Firstly, the charging of the drill holes \vill be impeded should the 
holes be partially blocked either by protruding fragments of, for 
instance, basalt or by rock frabrtr.lents \olhich have fa.llen into the 
hole. In such cases the not~al rigid gelignite cartridges may get 
jammed in the hole and it may be impossible to push thf:!m to the full 
depth. 

The second difficulty arises from the voids and cracks which often 
exist in moberg formations, in particular for example in pilloYT lava. 
These voids can prevent good contact bet'vcen ga lignite and rock and 
in addition, the air pockets can further reduce the effect of the 
explosion .. 

10.2.2.. TIta use of slurry cI&12_~iy~ 

Many of the problems of blasting in moberg could be avoided by the 
use of semi-liquid explosive packed in soft polythene cartridges. 
The cartridges are slit open before charging so that the jelly-like 
explosive can flO\'1 into close contact with the \"a11s of the hole and 
can also fill any cracks and cavities in the rock mass, thereby 
increasing the effectiveness of the explosion. 

Ireco slurry is such a semi-liquid explosive. Origin~lly manufactured 
in the U.S.A. several years ago, it has been developed in Europe for 
underground blasting by llanial Ltd. ,·tho market it under the name 
tlGotthardit slurry". The jE~lJ.ifiE!d slurry C3.n be supplied in varying 
strength "7ith dcnsitiefi of bctllct-':!n 0.7 nn.d 1 .. 4 and tlH~rcfore adapts 
well to variable rock conditions,nnd its consistency io SU~l that 
it can spread to fill a drill hole or void "lit-hout flowing away. The 
cnrtridgcs can be supplied in varying lengths and with diameters 
from 25 fnm and the slurry itself is completely water impervious. In 
terms of both ex}) los i ve powHr and cos t Got th'lrdi t is the equal of 
normal gelignite. 
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10.2.3. ~sumption of explosive. 

It is at present difficult to estimate the consumption of explosive 
when blasting in moberg due to the shortage of geological data and 
information on previous experience. Some conclusions can, however, 
be drawn from the seismic velocity values which are available, from 
the limited records of projects already constructed in Iceland, as 
well as from personal evaluation fo I lowing examination of moberg 
outcrops in the vario~a project areas. 

The generally low seismic velocities in moberg formations lead one 
to expect 10\V' consumption of explosive as compared with more solid 
rock masses such as granite, gneiss or limestone. Pillow lava is 
certainly a hard rock which might require more explosive, but because 
of its characteristic formation, the blasting might only be necessary 
to loosen the bond between the pillows. Breccia and tuff on the other 
hand, although more homogeneous, are less resistant than pillow lava, 
and, therefore, lower explosive consumption can be expected; this is 
also suggested by the 'rippability' of these formations. The 
relatively large tunnel sections to be driven will also result in 
low specific consumption values (kg/m3); the values will decrease as 
the cross-section excavated increases, although this reduction will 
be limited by partial advance • 

The data tabulated belO'tJ has been collected from proj ects already 
constructed in Iceland: 

Excavated Number Specific Depth Specific 
Rock cross- of drill drilling of a consumption 

Tunnel type section,m2 holes length round of explosive 
m/m3 c.x kg/m3 
cav3ted 

Burfell: 
Pressure 
tunnel Basalt 89 0.8-1.0 

Sog River: 
Tailrace 
tunnel Das alt 64 80 1.36 3.6 0.82 '* 
Headracc 
tunnel Moberg 27 54 2.05 2.0 Not kllO\vn 

l..axa III: 
Tail rac.f! 
tunnel Basalt 40 '10', 3.5 1. 3 *~'; * 

'* 'faken from a report on the Sog River f4ehciit~ 

** Partial advance 
*** Obtained ve~bally 
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For full face excavation in solid homogeneous rock, l-lallin * indicates 
the following explosive requirements: 

Excavated cross section, m2 10 20 40 60 80 100 
----------~~-~-------------~-

Specific consumption of explosive 
kg/m3 2.5 1.8 1.1 1.0 0.8 0.7 

Specific drilling length 
required m/m2 excavation 4.0 2.8 1.8 ·1.4 1.2 1.0 

Number of drillings 32 42 60 75 84 100 

Consumption values for moberg will almost certainly not exceed those 
for b3sa.1t and will very probably be sma.ller. The following values 
have been deduced from those quoted for the Sog RiVer Project, 
allowance having been made for the cross-sectional area excavated. 

Tunnel section A B C 
Approximate excavated area m2 30 60 80 
Explosive consumption acc.to Halli.n kg/m3 1.3 1.0 0.8 
Relative consumpti.on acc. to \.Jallin % 130 100 80 
Explosive consumption at Sog River kg/m3 0.82 
Deduced values kg/m3 1.04 0.66 

Estimated consumption in moberg kg/m3 1.05 0.80 0.65 

These are rough guiding values for specific consumption in moberg for 
full-face tunneline. In poorer quality rock the values 'Would be re
duced and for partial advance, corresponding values can be deduced. 

* "Tunnclbaun Szechy; Springer Verlag, Vienna, 1969. 

10.3. HUCKING-QUT EOUIPHENT-----------_¥-.....-_-
Definite proposals concerning mucking-out equipment cannot at this 
stnge be made but it is possible to di.seuss the question 1.n general 
terms in the li.t~ht of the excavation methods proposed. 

The basic decision. which has to be made is ,.,hethcr rl.Jil-trllcka or 
tracked and rubber-tyred vehicles are to be used. This choice must 
be mnde by t;tking into account technical factors such as tunnel size, 
slope ~md len8th, Rcological cOIlc1i.tions, construction mi:1thod, 
ventilation facilitien, etc, but is ultil;~atcly an economic decision. 
In this case, and in parti cul.:lr bCC:l.USfl of the uncert:dn and variab Ie 
nature (}f the rock, trndc(;d and \ihce led shove 1 loadl.~rs "lorking in 
conjunction 'l7i th heavy-duty trueks and dumpers, \vi 11 offer the mos t 
convenient and flc>;ih le met.hod of muc1dng-out. The on 1y l:.xccption to 
this 't-lould be in connection viith t.he use of tunneling machines. In 
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this case the continuous excavati.on process '''hich is possib Ie can be 
more adequately adapted to by mucking-out trains. This is more fully 
discussed in chapter 11. 

Because of the restricted space, both when driving full-face for 
section A as we 11 as by partial-advance for se ctions B C1.nd C, the 
movement of the loaders \/ill be limited; in particular side dump 
shovels must be fitted as the machines vlill not be able to turn. For 
the same reason, overhead (rocker) shov(~l loa.ders could be E:mployed. 
Convelltional shovel loaders have the advantage that they can also be 
used 'for moving forward the supporting arches as these sit easily 
on the raised bucket, although i,t is possible t.hllt special mobile 
lifting equi.pment might be used fot' lnovine thef>c arches. Overhead' 
loaders require less spa.ce than the conventional shovel loaders but 
are co~sequently of smaller capacity. Dimensions of several well 
known models are given belOiT for comparative purposes, although of 
course very many different makes of machines are nO\<1 availab Ie. 

Bucket Necessary 

capacity overhead Horse Capacity * 


~~~~_~~~_~~~~!_____________ __~~____ ~!£!!~~£~~~ E~~£! ~~Lh2~!___ 

Overhead (rocker) loaders: 
Eimeo 105 1.15 4.1 130 100 
Atlas Copco Cava 520 *i, 0.60 3.4 25 85 

Shovel loaders: 
Caterpillar 955 Traxcavator 1.3[. 4.8 115 100 

930 Tyre lander 1.34 4.5 130 90 
Salzgitter HL 583 ** 1.00 4.0 48 80 

* General values for loose material which are dependant on working 
conditions 

** Compressed air machines 

kn example of efficient modern mlld:~ing-out technique ,.,hie}) could be 
applied tvhen tunneling in mobc:r.r; i~; df!~;cr:i.ht!d in the Hnrch/April 1972 
issue of the English mBt';uzine 'Tunnels Dnd Tunneling'. For the 
construction of a 30 n~2 tunnel. in hnrd rock fot' the Skjomcn hydro
electric projf!ct in. northern Not,'7ay, t;m,cldng-out \-Ins pe.rfol'm~J by a 
Cat-955 \.ll, th side tipping shove.! 1 Jo,)ding Ki runa K--162 tl'uckfz of 
17 m3 heaped capacity. 

10.4. CONCRETE PUMPS 

The three proposed tunnel lining:.:; }"(;!quire the: pLH.:5.ng of the folJO\ving 
types of c()n(:.~etc: 
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Type I Shotcrete, in situ invert concrete 
Types II and III Concrete backfill,in situ invert concrete and gunite 
Type IV Concrete backfill,pumped mortar,in situ concrete at 

sides of invert, and gunite 

Beca.use of the variable nature of the rock, and consequent frequent 
changes in construction method, suitable concrete pumps will be 
necessary which can be quickly set up wherever required and which 
require no special installations. The concrete can be pumped through 
portable flexible hoses to the points of application'. 

For backfilling with moist, relatively stiff concrete, a pump such 
as the Spirocret 5-2000 could be used (see Appendix Documentation). 
This machine is suitable for pumping the mix behind the Bernold 
sheets as well as through the perforations in the sheets when normal 
backfilling is not possible because of protruding rock or rock falls 
behind the sheets. 

For applying gunite and shotcrete, spraying machines of the type 
represented by the Aliva series in the Appendix Documentation could 
be employed. The Ativa-300 model gave excellent results during 
tunnel construction for the El Toro project in Chile with concrete 
containing an extremely abrasive sand of lava origin. For pumping 
mortar behind the poling plates for lining type IV, the Spribag SG-lS 
machine could be used; this is similar to but smaller than the 
Aliva 300. 

It is possible to use sprayed mortar with additive to fix the plastic 
Oberhasli ducts to the rock, face during waterproofing work (see 
chapter 9), thus avoiding much hand work. Small machines such as the 
Alivamat-50 can be used for this purpose. 

10.5. ROCK BOLTING SYSTEMS 

10.5.1. General 

In modern tunnel construction, the use of rock anchors is now 
accepted whenever the work is menaced by the danger of imminent rock 
fall or wherever it is necessary to tie-back concrete or other 
structures to the rock mass. Rock anchoring must therefore be allowed 
for when tunneling in moberg but, because of the pronounced and some
what unusual characteristics of the rock, not all systems will be 
suitable. In this section, the available types of anchor are described 
and their suitability in moberg discussed; it must, however, be 
stressed that extensive trials arc still neCC5sa.ry to confirm the 
adequacy or otherwise of these methods and to select the most 
suitable. 
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10.5.2. Cone bolts 

These very frequently used und siluplc bolts de.pend for their grip 
with th~ rock on [itl expandable ,"edge or cone, and therefore arc most 
effective in hard nnd massive rock. In. fissured, broken up and 
relatively soft reobC!rg, the suitability of this system is questionable. 

10.5.3. 'Perfo' bolts 

This well-tried, a.daptable and relatively inexpensive systCt1 makes 
use of a split perforated tuba l.:hich is filled with mo}~tar and 
introduced into the drill hola. A ribbed bolt is then pushed into 
the hole and the lTIc»:tar is thereby !:que~zl~d out through the 
perforations and into close contact ,·Ii tIl the rock. Good bond is thus 
assured and the bolt is furth~rmorc protected against corrosion. 
The system is particularly useful in rising drilliufjs ,,,here it 
would otherwise be difficult to introduce the mortar. Further dC';tails 
of these bolts are given i.n the Appendix Documentation. 

The Perfo-'mcthod ,,,ould be \'ery sui tab Ie in filoberg an thl! hole. is 
filled for its whole length with mortar and good contact between bolt 
arld roc:.!: is assured. Equally, hmvever, the mortar tends not to flow 
into voids and fissures and this would be an advanta8l':! in pillow 
lava. When it is necessary to reduce the hardening time, the mortar 
can be l.·cplaced with a synthetic resign. 

10.5.4. In situ nn~hors 

In rock ""here drilling is only cO;::lpletf!d ,d.th diffi.culty it ir. 
doubtful \'lhcther it will be pNisiblc to remove t.he drill steel and 
insert an anchor into the hole; a sYRtcm which utilise~ the drill 
.steel as anchor mur;t therefore be con5id(l.n:~d. In the Snnvik system 
sho'.va in Appendix 2-32, the. drilling bit itsl'-'!lf fortl)::" the anchor and 
is fixed by muans of grouti.ng t-hroup,h the flushinG duct of the drill 
steel. Normal drilling equipr;mut c:m be l.l[;(:d .~.nd v<;\lioU8 lt1ugtho of 
stc:.el a.re available.. This 5Yf;tC1"1 \:'0;1 d(~ve]opLd ano fil~~;t usc.::d in 
Sweden and was fu lly de.scribed in th~:: S~·:(-d i~.;h T;w.gttzinc - DYfjg:l'l1i~ t[,ren t 
(No.1l, 1964). 

A variation of thiD m0.thod m[il:e:> ur;s. of n tuhe of about 40 mm diameter 
with a drilling bit r.crmmd into it~ thi::; ;.8 dr:i11(;;d .':IH' then grouted 
as shm.;l'l in Appendix 2-30. Thir.: THuth(Hl is Htief.ll1 1:0'/ ri {nf', hol ,': ::md, 
althouf>h f;orH'::~vhi1t cOf:l.plicated ..md eY..p.::.~nr:i.v(!~ is cffcct5\«· in ttnBtv.blc 

dri Ilholcs. 

When sti:ble hol(;r. can be drillr~d \"Iit.hout d)f:ticld.ty )n lih'/1)t~t'g, 

cem~'=.ntcd f\nchon~ c ...~a he u;~ed ;~nd pHyvidc ;J rt~laLivi,!.ly sit:;'Jlc 
nltcnwtivc to P(·.l:b)-'holts. Iloh.:s v;)ic:h rln: i~iL.~li.nc;d d.;)~.'n~4axds nrc 
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simply filled with cement grout into \.Jhi,eh the ribbed anchor is 
introduced - after hardening of the grout the anchor pltlte is fitted 
and the anchor force applied by screwing a nut on to the anchor. In 
rising holes, a sleeve is fitted to prevent the grout, which in this 
case nlUE, \, be pumped into the hole, from flowing out. An advantage 
of this system is that the anchor is continuou'slY thrended and that 
variations in len~th can be easily coped with when screwing up the 
nut. AcceleratorH CHn be added to the cement to reduce the delay in 
tensioning the anchor. 

10.5.6. Prestressed rock aneho\~s 

Prestressed anchors arc much used today in underground work and \.,ould 
in the present ca.se be ideal for the tying-back of the abutments of 
the vault which will probably be necessary during partial advance of 
tunnel sections Baud C. The anchor cable is about 15 nun in diameter 
and 4-6 metres long, nnd can b(~ tensioned to 12-15 tonn. The cable is 
introduced into the dri llho1c \lii thin a polythcne tube of about 30r0m 
diameter which is also partly filled with a Aynthetic reain mortar 
such as 'Colmasi.n'« \men the tube is withdrmm, an anchorage of not 
less than about 70 ern length is formed at the extremity of the hole 
and after about 24 hours the :1nchor can be initially tensioned to 
full load. For the construction of such anchors, a stable drillhole 
is necessary,' and if casing must be used to ensure this it is 
import;m t that thi s be. parti ally wi thdrcwn wi th the poly thene tube 
if a perfect bond wi th the rock is to be obtained. 

10.6. GROUTING 

In the E\.,TI/Virkir report on the Sigalda grouting tests (November 1971), 
initial assessments were given of the effectiveness of grouting in 
Moberg formations. The tests confirmed that the formations could be 
sealed wi thout difficulty but that pressures of up to 40 kg/ cm2 
would have to be used. Since hmvcver these tests were carried out 
for the. purpose of i.nvestigating the fcasibi lity of the grout 
curtain of Signlda Dmn, only general indications rather than accurate 
conclusions can be dra',.;rn forra them concerning the effectivene.ss of 
grouting during tunnel construction. 

In the descriptions of t.:he various tunnel con.struction methods given 
in Chnptcr 8, no m~ntiQn is mad(: of grouting for the very good reason 
that these methods should allo\,v excavation to be carried out 
satisfactorily, even in the most difficult formations, \Y'ithout 
rccoursn to previous consolidation grouting. 

',hen f0111ling coact'ete linings of types II and III, the placing and 
vibration of the COIlC},:C!te in the crm·ln of the vault could prove 
troub lc.some, although \-1i th correct use of the concrete pumps at 
sufficient pressure, closure of the vault should be post:iblc. Any 
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cav1tl.eS and voids which however appear could be fi lled by 
systematic mortar grouting al~lough, due to the thinness of the 
lining, the grouting pressure should ne\t~r exceed 2 kg/ cm2 (see 
section 6, chapter 7). The same method could also be used for the 
mortar backfilling during construction of lining type A IV. 

Equally high pressur.e grouting ne~:d not be expected as consolidation 
of the nlOberg formations should not be necessary to resist the loading 
of the free-flo\., tUlu1cl. If despite all, how£;.vcr, it should prove 
necessary to grout either to additionally seal or consolidate the 
mountain mass, this should only proceed after corr~letion of adequate 
static calculations and exha.usti.ve tests. 
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------------------~----------- ----~---~----

11 - TUN N ELI N G 11 A CHI N E S 


The development of tunneling machinf:!s has progressed rapidly in recent 
years and the nuwber of mechanically bored tunnels throughout the 
world continues to grmv. Improvements in design have ,resulted in a 
10\vcring of cos ts together "\',i th an itlcrease in performance and this 
means more and more often that the use of a machine provides a 
competitive alternative to conventional excavation methods. It ie 
therefore necessary in this study that the various types of tunneling 
machines be discussed with respect to the moberg formations in Iceland, 
and that their advantages and disadvantages as compared with normal 
procedures be considered. 

The advantages of these machines are clear. Tunneling proceeds more 
rapidly and in safer conditions, overbreak and temporary supporting 
works are reduced, and pre-cast concrete lining elements can be 
erected quickly and easily immediately behind the face. T1Je most 
valuab Ie advantage hO'tvever is the avoidance of bIas ting, a procedure 
which is still basically dangerous and often unpredictable and ,.,hich 
can submit the rock mass to heavy stresses and shocks as well as 
causing excessive loosening and cracking. This avoidance of the use of 
explosive would be particularly valuable in moberg, not least because 
of the consequent reduction in the drilling requirements. 

There exis t hm.;rever limi tat ions to the emp loyment of these machines 
,.,hich must also be taking in account. Design improvements should ensure 
a continuing reduction in the technical problems of mechanical tunnel 
boring, but one basic economic consideration 'vill remain, that is that 
a tunneling machine is a very expcnRive piece of equipment and that 
its use, despite the smaller labour force that this permits, will only 
be economic for the excavation of a considerable length of tunnel. If 
a single tunnel of sufficient length is planned all well and good, but 
if it is proposed to bore a number of tunnels it must be remembered at 
the planning stage that it is only rarely possible to change the 
diameter of the ,machine betue.en one job and another, and that therefore 
a series of adduction tunnels for instance must all be designed with 
the same diameter. It must also be pointed out that the use of a 
machine to bore several tunnels for a single schene may well not in 
the long run be quicker than excavation by conventional methods, since 
the driving of all tunnels concurrently is ruled out, and even for a 
single long tunnel, the time saving may be illusory as simultaneous 
advance from intermediate adits is not possible. 

Tunne Iing machines are Ie ss adap t ab Ie \-,hen wide 1y varying rock con
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ditions are encountered since, although cutting tools can be exchanged, 
there is no que~tioll of changing the machine '$ basic excavation method. 
In very wet conditions, it is importnnt that the insulation of the 
electric circuits be perfect as failures can be both dangerous and 
expensive. A problem tvith cer.tain machinc:~ in relatively \~eak rock is 
posed by the pressure pads '''hic:h act against the tunnel Hall to hold 
the body of the machine in place; if the rock is too weak and unless it 
is possible to advance the lining sufficiently to jack against that, 
it mHy not be possible to adequately support the machine or to obtain 
the required fOD~ard thrust. 

An important technical factor, hm.JQver, which up to nm'l has limi ted 
the use. of machines for ttJllJleling has been the hardness of the rock, 
but recent advnnces in the design of cutters and tools mean that today 
tunnels can be mcchnnically bored in all but the ve.ry hardest strata. 
This question of rock hardness is discussed in more detail in section 
4 of this chapter. 

Development of tunne.ling machines hag reached such a stage that, de
spite the limitations referred to, their employment in Iceland for the 
driving of tunnels ill certain moberg formations can by no means be 
ruled out. In the follmvinr, section therefore, the three circular 
tunnel sections which have heen studied are described. Pollot/ine this 
the t'vo main types of machines, the soft rock shield dieging machine 
and the pure boring machine with a rotating head are described, and 
their application in moberg is discussed. 

For mechanical t.unnel driving, the following thre.e circular cross
sections have been designed; these are detailed in Appendix 2-33, 

Internal Intcnla1 Thickness of 
Section section di alll'~ te r lining segments 

A 23.2 m2 5.50 m 15 cm 
B 51.9 m2 8.20 m 20 cm 
C 74.4 m2 9.80 m 25 em 

These sections uere designed to thc:! same. pri.nciplns as the! horse-shoe 
sections given in Chnpter 7. Tlm ring ,·]i11 be formed by four pre-cast 
lining segments each about one metre Ivide and fitted as shown in the 
drawing; the invert segment being cast \vith a partly horizontal sur
face to facilitate movement of plnnt, as well as a drainage duct. The 
segments are erected nfter each advance of the ~riving face and 
illliilediately behi nd the machine) after \-1h:i. eh the space be t\-;"een the ring 
and the rock f ace is grou to d "Ii t.h mort ar. 

The pennl.ssable loadines on the lining were calculated on the basis of 
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the shear effect in semi-rigid shells for P300 concrete (cube crushing 
strene~h'/3'\n8 = 350 kg/cm2) without steel reinforcement. The 
follOtH.ng values were obtained, these incorporate a safety factor of 
2.3 and no allowance was nlacie for the. grouted mort.ar layer hat,-men the 
lining segments and the rock. 

Internal Permissable 
Section diameter load, tons/m2 

A 5.50 m 42 

B 8.20 In 37 

C 9.80 m 38 


If the drainage holes dri 11ed through the lining into the rock do not 
serve to lower the ground \-;tater tabla and hence external \V'ater pressure, 
then a second, inner structural lining viII be required. 

11.3. DIGGER SHIELD MACHINES 

As has been explained in Chapte.rs 4 and 6, it is 110\-l certain that many 
moberg formations can be excavated by ripping. The limit for ripping 
",ith a CAT D-9 appears to be pillow lava formations which are not 
dominated by basaltic intrusions and, in the absence of actual ripping 
tests in pillm-l lava, this limit has been assumed to correspond to 
fOlLnations having D. seismic velocity of about 2500 m/s. It must be 
pointed out hm.J'ever that such an assumption may give an over-optimistic 
view of the ripping characteristics of pilloH lava, si.nce, because of 
the voids and cracl~s in these formations, the seismic veloci. ty actually 
measured could '-leI 1 be less than that in the pi llm·,s themse 1vcs. I t can 
be added that field observations of outcrops tend to confirm these 
doubts as to whether pillow lava can be removed in this way. The 
definition of this upper limit must ther.efore be the object of further 
investigations and trials. The estimates of the suitability of the 
various mobcrg for ripping are sur.unnri5ed in the tab Ie of rock 
characteristics v1hieh follo\\18 Chapter 6, from which it ca.n be seen that 
it is only in connection with .pillo-"l lavas that douhts remain. 

The application of ripping to tunnel excavation is incorporated in the 
so-called digger shield machinc!~, manufactured by l1essrs. Robbins of 
Seattle. According to the rcpn:!senttlt:ive of this firm in Svritzcrland 
these machines can \·}ork in any fonaa:.:ioil \·.'hi ell can be ripped by a D"9, 
such a machine j S shm.;rn in Appendix 2-'-3 l t fl~om which it Crln be r.e.en 
tha.t it is fitted ,-lith a hy(1l~HulicDl1y po\lered arlll \Jhich. can cHxry 
various excavating tools Dud Cent move in the follm"ing four ~HiyH: 

- back\:~ards and fOlW(1rdD ",]ith a n!flch of ahout 3.]0 fnE:tre.G 

- upwards and downwards 
- lCl.tct'::llly 
- rotationally at nbont 20 r.p.u. 
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This freedom of movemen.t enables the operator to reach any point on 
the face and rip it in several \~ays t the axial movement serving mainly 
to pull back the spoil onto a conveyor belt beneath the mnchine. The 
upper half of the shield in fitted \vith hydraulically adjustable seg
ments \"Thich serve to support un unstable tunnel breast. In addition to 
the ripping claw, in changing condition.s the arm can carry any of the 
follmving tools; these can be exchanged in only 10-15 minutes: 

- a toothed scraper plate (as shown in Appendix 2-34) 
- a hydraulic grab 
- a rotating scraper head 
- a jack-hammer 
- disc or cone bits 

The shield extends bC'lck about 5 metres from the face an.d irmnediately 
behind this the lining elements nrc erected using special equipment 
fitted to the tail of the machine. 

Larger diameter machines can be fitted with one or more intermediate 
working platforms each with their o'..:n supporting segments and fitted 
with at least one ripping arm; such a r.1achine could certainly be con
sidered for sections Band C (8.20 m and 9.80 m diameter respectively). 
Tunnels almost as big as this have in fact 81ready been excavated by a 
HEHCO )" digger shield for the Hctropolitan Hater District of Southern 
California. This 7.9 m diameter machine "HIS successfully used to dig a 
total length of 8 km of tunnels aud in the 4 km tunnel maintained an 
average advance of 34.4 m/day. 

In the fo11m·Ting table, details are given of the Robbins machine \vhich 
was used to excavate the San Fernando Hater Tunnel in California, this 
being the machine illustrated in Appendix 2-34. 

Hode.l: Rohbins 221 S 
Geology: Sand, gravel, sandstone and large boulders 
Proje.ct date ~ Work started 6th January 1970 
Tunnel length: 881~0 me t reG 

Progress up to 17.9.1970: 4570 matrcn (approx.570 rn/mouth) 

Shie1 d d i <Jr:Ie t c r : 6.65 In (S ::.: 34.6 m2) 
Hnchinc dir~lensiolls: ShiE.ld appro:{. Sm long, tail 2.7 rn 
ilorsepovl('.r: 650 
Tot al "."e:i.[;.h t: 225 tons 
Cost of machine: $ 880,000 (in 1969) 
Design capacity: 500 tons/hour(ef}uivulent to 4.57 m/hour) 
Lining: 4 concrete segll1,':!nts per ring, each 20 un 

thick) 122 em wide and 506 em lon~, and 
v1(~i&hing 3 tons. 

>iucking-out ncthod: By train 

-J; Hin:i..ng Equipment and i·lanufacturing Co., P.acina, Hisconsin, U.S.A. 
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The fo1lm-ling maximum advance rates \..rere recorded with this machine: 

Advance per 7-hour shift 31.7 m (4.53 m/hour) 

Advance per 3-shift day 84 m (28 m/shift, 4m/hour) 

Advance per 5-day week 298 m (19.9 m/shift, 2.84 In/hour) 


11.4 TUNNEL BORING HACHINES 

11.4.1. ~enera1. 

The second group of machines to be considered are the true tunnel 
borers or moles. These machines have an electrically-driven, rotating 
head the diameter of the tunnel which carries the cutters. The main 
frame of the machine is supported by hydraulic pads acting against the 
tunnel \lall and the cutter head is thrust against the tunnel face by 
hydraulic rams acting against the frame. In comparison \",i tll the digger 
shields, these borers are essentially rock machines - and the con
tinuing development of cutters is making rock hardness less and less 
of a limitation on their use - but models are nmV' available which are 
able to cope with varying rock conditions and even faulted and fissured 
formations. The excavated material is passed by conveyor belt to the 
rear of the machine and, as previously mentioned, mucking-out trains 
are almos t a1\-Iays used as they are ab Ie to cope more easi ly wi th the 
uninterrupted excavation process which tunneling machines make possible. 

In discussing the use of tunnel borers in moberg fonnations, three main 
technical factor's mus t be considered; these are the very changeable 
formations which may be encountered, the heavy ground water inflow 
which must be expected, and the hardness of certain of the fonnations, 
particularly the pillow lavas and basaltic intrusions. 

For tunneling in soft or unstable rock conditions, borers are available 
which are fitted ",ith a short shield behind the cutting head. This 
protects the machine from rock fall as the precast linhlg rings can be 
erected, by using lifting equipment on the machine frame, up to the 
rear of the shield. An important devclopr.1ent of this shield principle 
is the incorporation of a compressed air bulkhead which enables 
excavation at the face to proceed under pressure to reduce water inflow 
whi Is t allmving the machine crew to work at normal pressure. Hachines 
have also been built on which it 'vas possible in soft ground to retract 
the cutter head irlto the shield .. 

For tunneling in ground water, it is impcrativf! that the electrical 
circuits of the machine, which could be consumi.ng several hundl~ed kilo
\yatts of power, be pCl:fect. Pumping may vlell be necessary but is 
perfectly feasible with mechanical boring; for itlstanC(! during the 
construction of the road tunnels lJuder the River Hersey at Liverpool, 
England, using an 11 metre diLtf:Hltcr Robbins mole, it "JUS necessary in 
places to pump nearly 200 lIs of salt Hater .. A difficulty vlhich can 
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arisE:! in very ,.;ret condi tions i~ the clogging t!p of the holes in the 
cutting head through which the. excavated material pa8scs; rock ylhich 
when dry breaks into small, even particles can, '4hen mixed t-li th \·:atcr, 
fonn lnrge lumps of tmck '~hich arc very dif cult to convey back to 
the mucking-out tr<1.ins. This problcu\ can be reduced if allownnce is 
made for it when desi Guing the machine [or a particular rock, othen.;ise 
it is a question of brenking up offending lumps t-lith shovels and picks. 

11. 4. 2 • Ito ck h ar d n_~.~~.~.!.~~~:'~1=~.!_J> e r f 0..E~:!.~:!:. 

/The most important pt~rts of .:.ny tunnel borer are the cutters. On thE~iT. 
performance~ ,.... i11 depend the SUCC(!BS or otherHise of the machine in a 
particular rock and the exten.t of \vcar of cutters "lill largely determine 
the day-to-Jay running costs. It therefore worthwhile discussing the 
question of rock hardness and cut ter performance, and above all con
sidering whether limitations on mcdlnnical tunneling nre posed by the 
hardness of certain moberg formations. 

Let it be !.iaid straight nway, that there is no doubt thnt many moberg 
rocks would be r.emoved l.:ithout much trouh1e at all by cutters nO\<1 

available, and that any restriction on the use of borers in such 
formations ,,,auld be the result of the other technical factors which 
have been discussed or, most like1Yt of simple econoQic considerations. 
Cutters have nm-1 been developed which are suitable for \-1idcly varying 
rock hardncsses, and it is a quick and CClSY procedure to change the 
cutters when new rock conditions are encountered .. 

It is hmo/ever important to consider the maximum rock hardness which,sll 
other things being equal t it is economical to bore, i.e. what minimum 
rate of progress and maximum cutter wear can be accepted. According to 
Robbins,the Amc.ricnn manufacturer, the UDe of boring mnchines can be 
profitab Ie in roek ,."hose hardness corresponds to a compressive strength 
of at least 2100 kg/em?, and this forecast is confirmed by the 
succesGfu1 boring by a Germa.'1 Hi xth machine of an inclined pressure 
shaft for the Emosson pm-ler project in S\vitzerland through gneiss having 
a compn;~ssive strength of 2200-21~OO kg/cm2. 

RobbiuR have defined degrees of hardness on the basis of compressive 
strength as ShOvHl belm..r: 

Compr.est;ive ~tr.engt:h 11 £i r dn e ~:; s 
E£i:___________.~B££_.12~ ~~~~g·~51~!~~ 

~ 10,000 < 700 soft 
10-20,000 700··,1 L~OO mOdCl'3.tely hard 
20-30,000 ll,00-2100 nwdiura hard 
30-/;.0,000 2J.00-2800 hal"d 
If0-50 ,000 2800-3500 v(;~ry h~rd 

> 50,000 >3500 ex t r.C~11e 1y hatd 
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This classification compares favourably with the following ,·rhich is 
quoted by Hagner*, and which gives a general designation of hardness of 
particular rock types. 

Compressive Hardness 
strength kg/cm2 designation Typical rock types 

( 800 soft 	 Trachytic, phenolithic and basaltic tuffs, 
less compact limestones. 

800 - 1800 medium hard Basaltic lava, limestone, dolomite 

)1800 hard 	 Granite, basalt, gneiss, quartzite diorite, 
andesite, conglomerate 

In the absence of any compressive strength values for moberg rocks it 
is obviously not possible to knO't~ for certain where pillow lava and 
moberg basalt belong in the above classification, but it can certainly 
be assumed that they can be designated as medium hard and hard 
respectively. 

F. de Quervain** has grouped various rock according to their compressive 
strengths in the table given below,and in which also the supposed 
positions of the moberg rock ty.pes are indicated. 

* 	Verkehrs - Tunnelbau, Part I, Verlag von Wilhelm Ernst & Sohn, 
Berlin - HUnchen. 

** 	Technische Gesteinkunde,Birkhauser Verlag, Basel, 1967. 

Compressive streneth* 

in kg/cm2 Rock types 


< 400, vc ry low :ruf f R ,_ chalky limestone ~ very porous sands tone 

400- 800, low 	 Sandstone, porous limestone, breccia, tillite;. 

800-1800, average 	 Limestone, sandstone, gneiss, medium to coarse 
grained granite. ~:(}l;.!.dated tuffs, pillm.;t 
lava. 

1800-2800, high 	 Fine grained granitc:{, diorites, quartz 
porphyries, h.:l$al~.!> compact limestone and 
s auds tone. 

>2800, very high Diabase, occasionally sandstone, sound.. _basalt 

* These values are meclsul."ed by crllshing 4-8 cm cubes or cylinders of 
15 cm length. 

------------------~---------------------------------------------------
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The clear implication of this assessment of compressive strength is 
that pillow lava could be bored at satisfactory speed using normally 
available cutters. It must of course also not be forgottan that other 
rock characteristics besides hardness can influence cutter performance, 
particular among these are such indefinable factor;; as the toughness 
and resiliance of the rock mass, as well as more easily assessed 
properties like tensile strength and joint spacing. It is probably 
fair to say that such characteristics would contribute to an improve
ment of cutter performance in llillm-1 lava, certainly the intensive 
cracking and fissures will facilitate the breaking up of the pillm'ls 
under the action of the cutters. 

It is the basaltic intrusions which exist ,.,i.thin moberg formations 
which could pose problems for I!lechanical borers. Since the compressive 
strength of certain basalts can reach over 3000 kg/cm2, it is 
questionab Ie whether such rock can be mechanically excavated. It must 
however be pointed out that the maximum values given by Robbins refer 
to the economic limit of tunnel boring rather than to the actual 
maximum hardness '''''hich can be bored. Cutters are certainly avai lab Ie 
for specialised work, such as raise drilling or oil well boring, which 
can penetrate much harder rock (for instance in Australia, a vertic'al 
1.80 metre diameter shaft was drilled for 120 metres through rock having 
a compressive strength of 7000 kg/cm2 - in this case some form of 
mechanical dri Iling 'o'n5 imperative and therefore the economic con
siderations were different). Basalt intrusi.ons would certainly slm., up 
boring but, providing that their thickness \Vere not excessive, it can
not be said that their existance "lOuld rule out the use of machines. 
If necessary, it is in any case. possible to employ blasting to break 
up p2rticularly ha:cd rock over short distftnCeS ,..,hen tunneling 
mechanically. 

The American company, C.H. Hurphy Industries, has developed a series 
of cut ten; for tunne 1 borers an.d, as can be seen from the Appendix 
Documentation, these can be selected directly on the basis of the 
compressive strengths of the rock to be rer;:\Ovcd. For comparative 
PU1"pOSeS, the hardnesG d('!signntions given by Hurphys are given below 
,,,ith the corresponding compn~ssivc strength in metric units: 

Soft < 1.20 kg/cm2 
Hedium 420- 850 ku/ cm2 
HcdiuIll hard 850-1750 kg/ em2 
Hard >1750 kg/cru2 

The usual Gpeed of rotation of the cutter head is 5-10 r.p.m. and rates 
of adv.1.nc.e of 1.50-3.00 metres/hour arc normal in aver[tge conditions, 
this corresponding to an effective dril.ling time of 60-65%. The follow
ing infonaation on cnttnr costs is quoted by Hurphys on the basis of 
experience ,·,rith their Jarva mnchin(~s bet\veen 1966 and EJ70: 

Hinimum $2.50/m3 For a 6km tunnel in rock of from 70 to 1600 kg/cm2 
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Maximum cost $5.54/mJ. For a 5.4km tunnel in rock of from l050-2800kg/cm2 

Average cost $3.94/rn3 This corresponded to an average rate of 1.73 m/hour 

On the basis of data obtained from Ingersoll-Rand, the following table 
of pOller consumption has been prepared: 

---------~------------------~-~------~-----------------~---~---~------
Tunnel Hardness Power consump

~!!1!2 
~~S~_~X2~______________________ !!!!~!_!~8L~~~) !io!!._~~L~~__ _ 

5.60 Clayish slate 250-1050 6.63 
4.16 Dolomitic limestone 1100-2600 19.50 
3.80 Argillite, anesite + rhyolite 1700-3800 23.30 
3.80 Quartzite,limestone~conglomerate B50-3400 21.40 
5.00 Sandstone, siltstone and marl 1700-3300 17.60 
---------------------~-~--~------~~----------~--~---------------------

During excavation of the Emosson pressure shaft which is referred to 
earlier in this chapter, power consumption was about 40 kHh/m3 for 
2200-2400 kg/cm2 rock, and an Atlas Copeo machine working in Switzerland 
in rock of up to 1500 kg/cm2, required about 22 kWh/m3. 

These figures can only be very approximate but they are quoted to give 
an idea of cutter and power costs for mechanical tunneling since these 
contribute by far the largest part of the daily running costs of a 
boring machine. 

11.5. CONCLUSIONS 

On the basis of presently available information, there would appear to 
be no technical reason for not using mechanical tunneling methods in 
moberg, but this can only be confirmed by exhaustive field investigations 
and tests. Much more needs to be knmvn about the physica.l properties of 
moberg rocks, in particular for instance crushing strengths, extent of 
cracking and etc, before accurate forecasts of cutter performance and 
costs can be made. Ground water conditions must also be studied in 
detail, and certainly it will be necessary to make frequent borings 
along the line of any proposed tunnel to determine exactly the position 
of the water table and the flow conditions therein. But even after all 
such tests have been completed, there remains the all-important 
economic decision to be made. The factors '''hich can influence this 
decision are many and extend beyond the sincla question of the cost of 
the machine itself. Transport costs to Iceland and maintenance costs 
once there will be considerable and ~.".ill be independent of whether it 
is possible to find a suitable second-hand machine elsewhere in the 
world. The availability and cost of skilled tunneling labour will also 
be important as ",ill be the cost of bringing the electric power to the 
site. All such factors must be taken. into account in the light of the 
length of tunnel to be excavated and theti.me available for completion 
of the project. 
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12 CON S T Rue T ION COS T S 

12.1. BASIC CONSIDERATIONS 

12.1.1. General 

Having defined the tunnel sections and construction methods for the 
moberg formations, it is now possible to proceed with the cost 
estimations. This estimate of tunneling costs can at this stage only 
be very approximate since much necessary data is not at the present 
time available. 

The unit prices are made up of: 

Labour cos ts 
Materials costs 
Equipment and plant operating costs 

The cost estimates are detailed below, the price being given in 
u.S. Dollars. An exchange rate of 88 Icelandic Kroners per Dollar has 
been assumed. 

The following additional costs have been included in the calculations: 

Social costs: approx. 40% 
Site costs: 25%It_-....._--_...__....... 


Total approx. 657. (these make up the 'Work costs) 

Final addition to work costs for contingencies, risk, etc. 15% 

12.1.2. Labour costs 

The following agreed basic hourly labour rates have been assumed: 

Rate 9 (after 2 years) Kr.l02.35/hour 
.. 8A ( " 2" ) Kr • 98.05/ " 
.. 4 ( II 2" ) Kr. 86.40/ " 

The following three eight-hour shifts have been assumed: 

Morning shift 0500 - 1300 
Afternoon shift 1300 - 2100 
Night shift 2100 - 0500 

Time actually paid - 8 hours + 30% extra - 10.4 houra/shift 

Two hours overtime per shift have been allowed. 
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The hourly rates of pay have thus been calculated as: 

For day shifts, basic rate + 40% 
For night shifts, basic rate + 80% 

The labour force will be made up of the following men: 

Tarif 9 + 30% Foremen 
Tarif 9 Specialists: loader driver, jumbo driver, electrician 
Tarif SA Skilled men: miner, me.cha.."'lic, fitter, etc. 
Tarif 4 Labourers and unscille,d drivers 

The following average hourly wages have been therefore calculated by 
taking account of the above considerations: 

Average hourly work cos t incl. 
§~~_!~l!E!~~~!!~~~~~!--------

Foreman Kr.240,$2.75 Kr.396, $ 4.5 
Loader driver,jumbo driver,electrician Kr.l80,$2.05 Kr.297, $ 3.4 
Hiner, mechanic, fi tter Kr.170,$1.95 Kr.280, $ 3.2 
Labourers Kr.150,$1.70 Kr.247, $ 2.8 

12.1.3. Material costs 

The following material costs have been assumed: 

Explosive Kr. 44/kg approx. $00. SO/kg 
E1c~ctric fuses Kr. IS/piece II $00.20/piece 
Fuse wire SFr. 7.20/100 metres $01.85/100 metres" 
Connectors SFr. 13.--/l00 pieces " $03.35/100 pieces 
Drilling 5 teels SFr. l.60/m'dril1ing hole $00.40/m'drilling holefI 

Reinforcement SFr. 1.SO/kg approx.$OO.40/kg 
Cement Kr.2660/ton " $30.23/ton 
Aggregates $17.--/m3 

Berno1d rock secul:ity mats 
BF-S ¢Slrm1 100xlOO tun 9.36 kg/m2 

SFr. 2.27/kg approx.$OO.60/kg 

Berno1d perforated sheets 
2 rom; 15.43 kg/m2 
2 l11.tl FOB Bremen SFr.1298/toll 
shipping costs SFr. 164/ If 

transpor.t within 
Iceland §!!~_!QQL_~_ 

SFr.1562/ton approx.$OO.40/kg 

Concrete froG} hatching plant $ 35.0/m3 
Hartar from hatching plant $ 42.0/m3 
Shotcrete from hatching plant $ 42.4/m3 
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Plastic sheets SFr. 40.--/m2 approx.$lO.--/m2 


Diesel oil SFr. 00.82/kg $00. 21/kg
" 
SFr. 00.68/1 II $00.17/1 

Cost of electricity 
Kr. 4 /klfu " $OO.OS/kHh 

12.2. TUNNEL SECTION A 

12.2.1. Calculation of advance rates 

Lining type Total AI All AlII AIV 
Advance/day in three shifts 8.0Om 4.80m 3.84m 1.92m 
Estimation of lining types 50% 30% 15% 5% 
Advance in 4weeks(18days 
tunneling+6days f.invert 
concreting) 144.00m 86.40m 69.12m 34.56m 
Advance in 4 months 334.qam 
Average monthly advance B3.S2m 
Average daily advance incl. 
invert concr.eting 6.00m 3.60m 2.B8m 1.44m 

12.2.2. Construction periods 

For a 1 km tunnel: Time = 1000/83.52 = 12.6 months 
For a 3 km tunnel: Time = 3000/83.52 = 37.8 months 

This tiIile could be reduced to about 19 months by tunneling at t\.;-o faces. 

For a 7 km tunnel: Time = 7000/83.52 = 88.4 months 

This is a quite unrealistic time and would have to be reduced by 
tunneling at at least two faces, in such a case it would be almost 
certainly economic to construct an intermediate adit or shaft to allow 
four face advance. 

12.2.3. Cnlculation of linear construction costs 

Lining type Al All AlII AIV 
Cost per linear metre in $ * 825.00 1230.00 14/+0.00 2200.00 
Distribution of lining types 50% 30% 15% 5% 
Cost distribution in $ 412.50 369.00 216.00 110.00 

Average price per metre = $ 1110 

* see folloHing table 
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Lining type AI All AlII AIV 

Advance per day in 3 shifts B.OOm 4.• BOm 3.84 1.92m 
Average daily advance incl. 
concreting of invert 6,OOm 3,6Om 2.88m 1.44m 
Labour force per shift 16 men 16 men 16 men 16 men 
Volume of excavation 169.20m3109.0am3 90.72m3 42.77m3 

Costs(in $) 

Labour 1212.- 1212.- 1212.- 1212.
Explosive 135.4 87.3 72.6 10.3 
Fuses 42.- 28.- 28.- 6. 
Fuse wire 5.6 3.7 3.7 1.9 
Connectors 7.- 4.7 4.7 1.0 
Drilling steels 184.8 123.2 95.2 18.
Transport costs per day * 400.- 400.- 400.- 400.
Concrete 768.6 735.8 201.6 
Berno1d sheets 354.8 284.- 141.9 
Shotcrete 737.8 
Rock security mats 431.3 
Invert concrete 357.
Reinforcement 81.6 57.6 53.- 30.5 
Electricity 169.2 163.7 136.1 64.2 
Mortar 90.7 
Concrete and mortar pumps 122.5 105.- 105.- 70.
Supporting arches 18.- 10.8 8.6 4.3 
Poling plates ** _!Z~!.~ 

3904.2 3319.4 3138.7 2425.2 
Hisc.costs and spares (10%) _~22!.!! 331.6 . 311.3 _~~t!.'§_ ------- -_.... _-

4295.- 3651.- 3450.- 2668.
Contingencies (15%) 645.- 510.- -_... _-....547.- ~OO.---_............. ...".---- -----
Total cost 4925.- 4198.- 3960.- 3068.

Cost/linear m,exc1.gunite 825.- 1165.- 1375.- 2130.
Placing of final gunite inner 
1inine 65.- 65.- 65.---..._- ----...
Total cost per metre 825.- 1230.- 1440.- 2220.

* 1 No. CAT.955 + 3 No. 15m3 capacity trucks
** Estimated for 300 m tunnel 
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12.3. Tm~NEL SECTION B 

12.3.1. 	Calculation of advance rates 

Lining type BI BII BIll BIV 
Daily advance, upper section 8.OOm 5.76m 4.SOm 1.92m 
Daily advance, lm.;rer section l6.00m 11.S2m 9.6Om 3.S4m 
Upper section advance in 3'<leeks 
(IS days) 144.00£0 103.70m 86.lf·Om 34.60m 

Lower section excavation of this 
length 9 days 9 days 9 days 9 days 
Concreting invert over this length 12 days 10 days 10 days 6 days 
Concreting side \oTalls over this " 6 days 5 days 5 days 3 days 

Total time, inc. excavation upper 
section 45 days 42 days 42 days 36 days 
Average dai1y advance. 3.20m 2.46m 2.0Sm 0.96m 

Advance in four weeks 
(24 days) 76.8m 59.0m 49.2m 23.0m 
Distribution of lining types 50% 30% 15% 5% 

38.4m 17.7m 7.4m 1.2m 

Average 	monthly advance::: 64.7 metres 

12.3.2. 	Constructi0.E.....Eeriods and labour re!1~lirements 

For a I 	km tunnel: Time = 15.5 months 
Sinljle face advance from one site 

For a 3 	km tunne I: Time = 46. If: months 
Tunneling at t,.JO faces required \vhich necessitates two site 
installations 

For a 7 	km tunnel: Time = 108 months 
Four face advance would be required, this \.Jould necessitate 
an. intermed i ate adi t or shaft and th rc.e sets of 8i te 
installations 

Three shifts t each of 22 men t have been assumed, this gi ven a dai ly 
labour cost of $1694.4. 

12.3.3. Calculation of linear con.<;t:n\ction r.or;t 

Lining type 
Cost p.linear metre in $ * 

Bl 
1680.00 

BIl 
2310.00 

BIll 
2775.00 

BIV 
4420.00 

Estimation of lining types 
Cost distribution in * 

50% 
840.00 

30% 
711.00 

15% 
It 16.00 

5% 
221.00 

----- .. ~-,--....--.-,-- ....-..- ... -------~-..-- * sec fa 110i-Ji ng tab Ie 


Ave r n~e P.! i c.~.~J~.c:..::. !~~ES:"::: ~ 190~~ 
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Lining type BI BII BIII BIV 

Average daily advance incl. 
concreting of invert 3.20m 2.46m 2.0Sm 0.96m 
Labour force per shift 22 men 22 men 22 men 22 men 
Vo1un~ of excavation 191.04m3 157.44m3 136.74m3 62.11m3 

Costs in $ 
Labour 1695.00 1695.00 1695.00 1695.00 
Explosive 122.20 100.80 87.50 14.90 
Fuses 32.00 16.00 16.00 8.00 
Fuse wire 7.40 3.70 3.70 1.90 
Connectors 5.40 2.70 2.70 1.30 
Drilling steels 115.20 83.20 70.40 19.20 
Transport costs per day '* 600.00 600.00 600.00 600.00 
Concrete 912.70 954.50 305.90 
Berno1d sheets 358.90 299.10 140.00 
Shotcrete 664.80 
Rock security-mats 339.70 
Invert concrete 257.60 
Reinforcement 62.70 64.90 61.50 33.00 
Rock bolts 176.00 176.00 
Electricity 191.00 236.20 205.10 93.20 
Mortar 88.70 
Concrete and mortar pun~s 140.00 157.50 157.50 105.00 
Supporting arches 19.20 14.80 12.30 5.80 
Poling-plates ** 169.00 ... _--- .....- ------- _........---- --.........--... 


4252.20 4422.40 431.1.30 3280.90 
10% for spares, etc. 425.80 4/.2.60.... .... ---_... ....------ _~~~.!.ZQ_ _2£§.:.!Q 

4678.00 4865.00 4776.00 3609.00 
15% Contineencies 702.00 730.00 716.00 _....... _-.... - --_ ..._-- ---............... - -~~!.!.QQ 

Total cost 5380.00 5595.00 5492.00 4150.00 

Cost linear metrc,cxcl.gunite 1680.00 2275.00 2679.00 1.323. 00 
Placing of final gunite inner 
lil1:i.ng 95.00 96.00 97,00-----.--- ------- ------- ------ .... 
Tota.l cost per metre 1680.00 2370.00 2775.00 4/+20. 00 

r.J==~:~=1S ===r..-:==:I a:: ==::a.::::.:= ICII=-==U::U== 

* 1 No. CAT 755 + 3 No.15m3 capacity tru.cks 
** Estimated for 300 m tunnel 
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12.4. TUNNEL SECTION C 

12.4.1. Calculation of advance rates 

Lining type CI ell Clll CIV 

Dai.ly advance, upper section(48m2) 

Daily advance, lower section 

Upper section advance in 3weeks 

(18 days) 


Lower section excavation of this 
length 
Concreting invert over this length 
Concret'ing sidewalls over II " 

Total time,incl.excavation of 
upper section 
Average daily advance 

Advance in four weeks (24 days) 
Distribution of lining types 

6.00m 
9.00m 

10B.OOm 

12 days 
12 days 
6 days 

4.80m 3.84m 1.92m 
7.20m 5.76m 2.88m 

86. 40m . 69.lOm 34.60m 

12 days 12 days 12 days 
10 days 10 days 6 days 

4 days 4 days 2 days 

48 days 44 days 44 days 38 days 
2.25m 1.96m 1.57m 0.9lm 

54.00m 
50% 

27.00m 

47.0iun 37.68m 2l.84m 
30% 15% 5% 

l4.l0m 5.70m 1.lOm 

Average monthly advance = 47.90 metres 

12.4.2. Construction periods and labour requirements 

For a 1 km tunnel: Time = 20.8 months 
Single face advance from one site 

For a 3 km tunnel: Time = 62.6 months 
Tunneling at two faces with two site installations 

For a 7 km tunnel: Tine == 146 months 
Advance at four faces would be required with inconsequence 
three site installations Rnd an interrilediate adit or shaft. 

Three shifts, each of 30 men, have been assumed, this gives a daily 
labour cost of $2402.4. 

12.4.3. Calculation of li.near construction cost 

Lining type 

Cost per linear metre in $ * 

Distribution of lining types 

Cost distributiDn in $ 


*sec table on page 12-9 
1.2 - 7 

CI CII CIII CIV 
2865.00 3765.00 48/~O. 00 6630.00 

50% 30~~ 1,)% 5% 
1.433.00 1130.00 726.00 331.00 

http:1.433.00


Average price per metre - $ 3620. 

12.5. SUHHARY OF LINEAR TUNNEL COSTS 

Tunnel Lining type Average 
Section I II III IV price 

A:23.4m2 825. 1230. 1440. 2200. 1110.
B:52.2tn2 1680. 2370. 2775. 4420. 2190.
C:75.6m2 2865. 3765. 4840. 6630. 3620.

These costs are plotted graphically in the following drawing 
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CIV Lining type CI CII CIII 
Average daily advance incl. con
creting of invert 

Labour force per shift 

Volume of excavation in m3 


Costs in $ 

Labour 

Explosive 

Fuses 

Fuse wire 

Connectors 

Drilling steels 

Transport costs per day * 

Concrete 

Berno1d sheets 

Shotcrete 


.Rock security mats 
Invert concrete 
Reinforcement 
Rock bolts 
Electricity 
Mortar 
Concrete and mortar pumps 
Supporting arches 
Poling plates 

Hisc.costs and spares (10%) 

Contingencies (15%) 

Total cost 

Cost/linear metre. excl.gunite 
Placing of final gunite inner lining 

Total cost per metre 

2.25m 
30 men 

190.35 

2402.4 

99.
20.
3.7 
3.4 


100.
900.

572.4 
284.3 
210.
54.

285.5 

140.
20.3 

-...-........ 
5095.
505....._---

5600.
840.-_.......-

6440.

2865.
___=__ 

2865.

1.96m 
30 men 

177.97 

2402.4 
92.5 

20.
3.7 
3.4 

84.
900.
945.
340.7 

72.1 

264.
355.9 

157.5 
17.6 

.........-_.... 

5658.8 
561.2 

6220.
_2~~:.: 
7153.

3650.
115.

3765......

1.57m 
30 men 

156.84 

2402.4 
81.6 

20.
3.7 
3.4 


72.
900.

1260.
272.9 


66.6 

264.
313.7 


192.5 
14.1 

5866.9 
583.1 

6450.
_2ZQ:.: 
7420.

4725.

-!!~:.= 
4840.
...DaD. 

0.9lm 
30 men 
83.45 

2402.4 

20.
10.
1.4 
1.7 

20.
900.
385.
158.2 

49.5 

125.2 

252.1 

140.

8.2 
-~!~!.= 
4689.7 
-~~~!.~ 
5158.

772.

5930.

6515.
115.

6630._..... 
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12.6. TUNNELING COSTS IN GROUND WATER ZONES 

12.6.1. General 

It has been assumed for the purpose of this estimation that when 
tunneling in zones '(~here the groundwater inflow appears as a heavy 
rain, the methods of dealing ,-lith water which are detailed in Appendix 
2-24 will be employed, i.e. for section AI, the Oberhasli 11ethod and 
for sectiors II-IV, the erection of plastic sheeting (see Appendix
Documentation). Furthermore, allm<lance has been made for treating the 
whole of the vault by either method and for the need to carry out this 
work at the time of excavation. The following additional costs must 
therefore be estimated: 

- Labour costs 
- Costs of materials 
- Pumping costs 

12.6.2. Materials and equipment 

The following costs and quantities of materials and equipment have been 
assumed, the quantities being based on experience on projects in 
Switzerland. 

Sika 4a, rapid hardening additive $ O.9/kg 
Spribag plastic drainage guttering $ O.S/m 
"Guniplast" plastic sheeting $ 6.0/m2 

Oberhasli method Plastic sheeting 

Steelwork 1.1 kg/ml treated 1.1 kg/m2 treated 
Cement 110 kg/m2 It 57 kg/m2 " 
Sika 4a 5 kg/m2 3.2 kg/m2It II 

Drainage guttering 5 m /m2 .. 0.3 m /m2 tt 

Plastic sheeting 1 m2/m2 " 

6.5 HP water pump $1.3/hour ::: $ 31.2/24 hour day 
Alivainat mortar pump $ 17.5/hour 

12.6.3. Cost estimates for dealing with water 

The linear costs for sections AI-AIV, BI-BIV and CI-CIV are calculated 
in the tables on the following pages. In the tables given below, the 
total costs are compared with those calculated for tunneling in the 
absence of heavy groundwater inflow. 
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Section AI All AlII AIV Average 
Estimated dis tribution 50% 30% 15% 5% 
Without groundwater $ 825.- 1230.- 1440.- 2200.- 1110.
With groundwater $ 1280.-* 1755.- 2030.- 2700.-** 1606.
Percentage increase 55%* 43% 41% 23%** 45% 

Section BI BII BIll BIV Averase 
Estimated distribution 50% 30% 15% 5% 
lJithout groundwater $ 1680.- 2370.- 2775.- 4420.
With groundwater $ 2375.-* 3230.- 3770.- 5285.-** 2991.
Percentage increase 41%* 36% 35% 22%** 37:t 

Section CI CII eIII CVI Averase 
Estimated distribution 50% 30% 15% 5% 
Without groundwater $ 2865.- 3765.- 4840.- 6630.- 3620.
With groundwater $ 3785.-* 4905.- 6150.- 7805.-** 4677.
Percentage increase 32%* 30% 27% 18%** 29% 

* The increase in price is greatest for lining type I since plastic 
sheeting cannot be erected and therefore the relatively expensive 
Oberhasli method must be employed 

** 	The price increase for lining type IV is smallest since with poling 
plate advance conditions are most favourable for erection of the 
plastic sheeting. 

12.6.4. Summary of linear tunneling costs in ground water 

Tunnel Lininla tlEe Average 

section I II III IV Erice 


A: 23. 4m2 1280. 1755. 2030. 2700. 1606.
B: 52. 2m2 2375. 3230. 3770. 5385. 2991 •.
c: 75. 6m2 3785. 4905. 6150. 7805. 4677.

These costs are plotted graphically in the following drawing 
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Average daily advance without 
groundwater 
Labour per shift 
Extra labour for dealing with water 
Rate of waterproofing (hours/m2) 
Treated area (m2/metre) 

Costs in $ 

Dai ly advance (not incl. inner gunite) 
in absence of groundwater 

Labour 
Steel 
Cement 
Sika 4a 
Guttering 
Gunip1ast 
Rock security mats 
Berno1d sheets 

Alivamat mortar pump 
Pumping of water 
Electricity 

Total, additional costs 
l1isc.costs and spares (10%) 

Contingencies (15%) 

Total cost dealing with water 

Cost of one day's advance 

Cost per linear metre 
Placing of final gunite lining 

1Ota1 cost per linear metre 

AI AIl AlII AIV 

6.0Om 
16 men 
8 men 
1.75 

12.80 

4950.

848.4 
33.8 

255.4 

345.6 

192.

294.
53.

118.4 


2140.6 
214.4-_.._-

2355.
-~~~:.: 
2710.

7660.- .._--
1280.

1280.
_a=aaa 

3.6Om 
16 men 
8 men 
1.75 

13.30 

4198.

530.3 
21.1 
82.5 

137.9 
7.2 

287.3 
268.9 

89.7 
__Z!:.~ 

1496.5 
149.5 

1646. 
247.

1893.

6091.

1690.
65.- ......_-

1755.

2.88m 
16 men 
8 men 
1.75 

13.50 

3960.

429.3 
17.1 

67.

112.
6. 

233.3 

301.7 

126.8 
48.2 

1341.4 
134.6 

1476.
-~~!.:.: 
1697.

~2~Z:.: 
1965.

65.

a.____2030.

1.44m 
16 men 
8 men 
1.75 

12.90 

3068.

207.1 
8.2 


32.
53.5 
2.8 

111.5 

146.1 

11.

572.2 
57.8 

630.
95.---_..._

725.

3793.---..--
2635.

65.

2700._a_._. 
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------

BI BIl BIll BIV 
Average daily advance without 
groundwater 
Labour per shift 
Extra labour for dealing with water 
Rate of waterproofing (hours/~) 
Treated area 

3.2Om 
22 men 
10 men 
1.75 

60.48 

Costs in $ 

Daily advanc e (not incl. inner gunite) 
in absence of groundwater 

Labour 
Steel 
Cement 
Sika 4a 
Guttering 
Gunip1ast 
Rock security mats 
Berno1d sheets 

A1ivamat mortar pump 
Pumping of water 
Electricity 

Total, additional costs 
Misc.costs and spares (10%) 

Contingencies (15%) 

Total cost of dealing with water 

Cost of one day's advance 

Cost per linear metre 
Placing of final gunite lining 

Total cost per linear metre 

2.46m 
22 men 
10 men 

1.75 
48.22 

5595.

600.3 
21.2 
83.1 

138.9 
15.

289.3 
270.8 

169.
83.6 

1671.2 
167.8..._---

1839.
_~Z~!.: 
2115.

7710.-- ...--
3135.

95.------.. 
3230.

2.05m 
22 men 
10 men 
1.75 

41.41 

5492.

512.
18.2 
71.4 

119.3 
12.4 

248.5 

321.3 

243.8 

--~~.:.: 
1608.9 

161 .. 1... _-_...... 

1770.
265.

2035.

7527.

3675.
95. 

3770.

0.96m 
22 men 
10 men 
1.75 

18.62 

4150.

229.5 
8.2 

32.1 
53.6 
5.6 

111.7 

283.4 

--!~!.~ 
736.7 

73.3- ...... - .... 
810.
120.

930.

~Q~Q!.: 
5290.

---95.-
.... ---

5385. 

5380.

741.6 
26.6 

201.1 
272.2 
156.2 

183.8 
89.7 
83.6--_ ..._

1754.8 
175.2................. 


1930.
290...._---

2220.

7600........ _--
2375.

2375.
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CI ell CIII CIV 
Average daily advance without 
groundwater 
Labour per shift 
Extra labour for dealing with water 
Rate of waterproofing (hours/m2) 
Treated area 

Costs in $ 

Daily advance (not inct.inner gunite) 
in absence of groundl-later 

Labour 
Steel 
Cement 
Sika 4a 
Guttering 
Gunip1ast 
Rock security mats 
Berno1d sheets 

Alivamat mortar pump 
Pumping of water 
Electricity 

Total additional costs 
Hisc.costs and spares (10%) 

Contingencies (15%) 

Total cost of dealing with water 
Cost 
Cost of one day's advance 

Cost per linear metre 
Placing of final gunite lining 

Total cost per linear metre 

2.25m 
30 men 
12 men 

1.75 
50.63 

6440.

750.8 
22.3 

168.4 
227.8 
126.6 

131.3 
122.9 

--_89.2 ....--
1639.3 

-!~~!.Z 
1803.
270.

2073.

8513.

3785.

3785.
-===== 

1.96m 
30 men 
12 men 
1.75 

45.47 

7153.

660.7 

20.
78.3 


131.
13.6 


272.8 

255.4 


238.7 
97.9 

1768.4 

-!Z~!.~ 
1945.
292.

2237.

9390.

4790.
115.

4905.
====~= 

1.57m 
30 men 
12 men 
1.75 

37.05 

7420.

540.5 
16.3 
63.8 

106.7 
11.1 

222.3 

287.5 

305.8 
__ZQ!.~ 
1624.6 
162.4 

1787.
268.

2055.

9475.

6035.
115.

6150.
====~= 

0.91m 
30 men 
12 men 

1.75 
18.75 

5930.

270.3 
8.3 

32.3 

54.
5.6 


112.5 

347.1 
14.1 

844.2 
84.8 

929.
139.

1068.

6998.-_...._-
7690.
115.

7805.
===~=. 
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12.7. TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS 

For any tuntlel construction project, particular site installations 
will be required. These include camps, offices, workshops, magazines, 
compressed air plant, concrete mixers, transport facilities, boring 
equipment, electrical installations, water sup~~y, site roads, etc. 
The costs for these facilities must be added to the pure tunnel costs 
already calculated, but it is at the present time very difficult to 
exactly estimate these fixed site costs since neither the allocation 
for the site nor the length and size of the tunnels are known. To 
make, however, a rough allowance for these costs, the tunneling 
costs will be increased by 15%, this figure being estimated on the 
basis of experience. This allowance can only be approximate and could 
vary both with the site and the contractor. 

Total tunnel costs, including the 15% for site installations, are 
given in the table below and these can be considered sufficient to 
cover also the cost of design and site supervision. 

Tunnel Construction Costs Tunnel length 
(without cost of dealing 1 km 3 km 7 ktn 
with water) • $ 1000 $ 1000 $ 1000 

Section A: ¢ - 5.8ID; S a 23.4m2 

Construction costs 1'110 3'330 7'770 
Installations l5~ approx. 170 500 1'170 

Total 1'280 3 t 830 8'940 

Section B: 0 = 8.6m; S • 52. 2m2 

Construction costs 2'190 6'570 15'330 
Installations 15% approx. 330 990 2'300 

---~~~~~-----~--~~~---~-~----~----

Total 2'520 7'560 17'630 

Section C: ~ =10.4m; S a 75.6m2 

Construction costs 3'620 10'860 25'340 
Installations 15% approx. 550 1'630 3'800 

----------~--------~----~----~---~ 
Total 4'170 12'490 29'140 
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A further reason why these cost estimates can at present only be 
very approximate is the fact that it is not possible to specify 
exactly the distribution of the lining types I-IV over the whole tunnel 
length. This distribution has been estimated at 50%, 30%, 15% and 57
for types I - IV respectively but could - depending on the geological 
conditions - vary considerably. It is however possible with the 
prices given in this chapter to calculate the costs for a particular 
case even when the tunnel ,concerned must be eonstructed in, ground 
water. 

The measures necessary for dealing with ground water can result in 
an increase of 20-50% in tunnel construction costs, and therefore, 
ground water zones should obviously whenever possible be avoided. 
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